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Her Club Influenced

Thousands
•—BOSTON POST MACVr.MC

Retired Hub Librarian at

52nd Anniversary

Meeting of Group She

Started to Make Girls

Read Books

club continuously from 1910 to

1917, and coeditor with Miss Guer-

rier of the most recent publica-

tion of the club, the S.E.C. News
1899-1952.
Meetings have been held only

on call during recent years, but

among the most notable was that

neld last year in the form of an

80th birthday party for the foun-

der, Miss Guerrier, to which came
more than 100 members, including

one who flew in from Oregon.

WENT DRAMATIC
Miss Guerrier, whose own career

carried her to the position of

superintendent of branch libraries,

retired from active duty in 1940,

continued to make herself useful

by taking over the job of assem-

bling documents on World war I

for the Massachusetts Committee

on Public Safety library.

During her service in World
war I, she traveled throughout the

United States as head of Library

Publicity, showing libraries how
to give proper publicity of Food
Administration documents.
Modestly this sprightly lady,

whose activity and mental keen-

ness belie her 81 years, tells of

hit. They included, according to
the records, "Board of Health,"
"Heidi," "Pomegranate Seeds,"
"Puss in the Boots," "Snow
Queen," "Swineherd," "Theseus"
and "Three Bears."
Another notable achievement of

the S.E.G., according to Miss
Guerrier, was the organization and
conducting o f t h e world-famed
Paul Revere Pottery, originally
located in the heart of the North
End, in a four-story brick building
at 18 Hull st. The pottery was
operated with varying financial
success from 1907 until 1912.

Organized and directed by Edith
Brown, until her death in 1932, the
pottery had at one time 200 mem-
bers and workers, and produced
many notable pieces of fine crafts-
manship.

NOBLE PHILOSOPHY
The purpose of the S.E.G. club

was and is best expressed by the
late Mrs. James J. Storrow, an
ardent worker and financial backer
of the ciub through many years,
confided Miss Guerrier.

"I expect to pass through this

world but once," Mrs. Storrow
gave as her own rule of life. "Any
good, therefore, that I can do, or
any kindness that I can show to

Miss Edith Guerrier seated in front of her fireplace ornamented with tiles made in the Paul

Revere Pottery that she started in the North End.

By GEORGE BRINTON BEAL

BACK in 1899 when Miss Edith

Guerrier, young librarian of

of the North End Branch

Library, discovered that the girls

taking books out of the library

were not reading them but only

trying to see which one could get

her library card filled first, she

decide"1 to ^<- something about it.

What she J id stands today as

something unique in library

accomplishments and the results

of her decision has wielded a tre-

mendous influence for good over

hundreds, perhaps thousands of

lives.

She called her nonreading girls

into the library, then housed in the

North End Industrial School, on

Your Own

COAT OF ARMS
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Jfor* than 1300 Dames on tile

Bennett St., on Saturday evening
and started, informally, what was
probably the first story-telling

hour in library history. Only Miss
Guerrier stopped her story-telling

at the most interesting point in

the story. You had to read the

book to get the rest of the story.

DIVERSE INTEREST
As these Saturday evening meet-

ings became a regular thing, the

girls decided to call themselves
The Saturday Evening Girls,

later abbreviated to the S.E.G.

This January, more than half a

century later, 80 surviving mem-
bers of the S.E.G., one, Rebecca
Ginsberg, along with Miss Guer-
rier, a charter member, braved a

blizzard to gather in the West
End Branch Library to observe
the 52nd anniversary of the S.E.G.

Officers elected at the recent

meeting were: President, Mrs.
David A. Doren, Brookline; sec-

retary, Miss Gertrude Goldstein,
Brighton, and treasurer, Miss
Gertrude Talcoff, Brighton.
Throughout their lives each

member has carried on the princi-

pals of democratic public service

and universal helpfulness learned,

literally at the knees of her be-
loved leader, Edith Guerrier.
Present members average about
35 years' association with the

S.E.C.

Coining from the tenements of

the crowded North End many have
attained leadership in their chosen
fields. But all have kept faithfully

the teachings of the young li-

brarian who first gathered the

original group of about 120 girls

together on that Saturday evening
in 1899, and whose active leader-

ship persisted until the call of

service to her country in 1917,

took her to Washington.
Among the many notable records

established by the members of the

S.E.G. are those of Catherine M.
Casassa as secretary of the De-
partment of Tropical Medicine at

Harvard; Sadie Guttertag, a

teacher in the North End's schools
for 39 years; Rebecca Heiman
Davis of Toledo, Ohio, who
modestly claims the title of house-

wife, who has served as head of

the Woman Voters, as President
of the Council of Jewish Women
and in many other civic activities;

Gertrude Goldstein, organizer and
worker for the Patients' Library
Service at Beth Israel Hospital,

in the little known profession of

bibliotherapy ; Rose Cassassa soc-

ial worker, and E. Beck and
Frances Rocchi, who run a prune
farm in Dundee, Ore.

In the library field, Miss Fanny
Goldstein, librarian of the West
End branch, who served as editor-

in-chief of the S.E.C. News, a

publication brought out by the

the many activities fostered by her any fellow creature, let me do it

through the years for her Saturday now. Let me not defer or neglect

Evening Girls who, first coming
to her between the ages of 12 to

15, grew to womanhood, many of

them continuing their membership
until they were grandmothers.

The club sort of went dramatic

at one period in its earlier history

and four Shakespearean produc-

tions were staged, with all-girl

casts, including a memorial
"Hamlet" played in Mrs. Gardner's

famed Music Room, in the Fens.

Also, in 1914, a series of plays

written especially for the club by
Miss Guerrier, although she fails

to mention them, made quite a

it, for I shall not pass this way
again."

Miss Guerrier feels very deeply
that her girls, as she still calls

them, have all lived up to this

noble philosophy, as she has her-
self tried to do.
- The records seem to prove her
case.

"I've had a wonderful time,"

she smiled at me, in parting. And,
somehow, looking at her sweet
countenance, softened by the
years, her eyes still bright, her
mind keen, her handclasp warm
and friendly, you believed her.

| New England Family Coat of Arms
By ANDREW F. DONNELL

prentice

I'

Things Were Quieter Then
Only one American President has had a Cabinet

which served throughout his term without a single change

in its personnel.

No member of- Franklin Pierce's Cabinet died in

office, resigned or was fired.

The Prentice family includes

& those who spell the name as

h Prentiss and Prentiz. It is an

^ ancient surname in England,

|i where it is found as early as

S? 1318. Thomas Prentiz is re-

corded in that year.

The first of the family in

t New England was Valentine

§ Prentice, who came from Naz-
is ing, County Essex, England, to

S Boston in 1631. He settled in

h Roxbury in 1633.

Henry, a planter, was made
e a member of the church in

@ Cambridge in 1636. He^ was

X an original proprietor of Salis-

S bury, where he became a free-

g man in 1650.
Thomas, born in England in

D 1621, came to Cambridge in

ffi 1648. He was known as Cap-

Is tain Prentice and was com-
D mander of mounted troops in

I King Philip's war.
George Lewis Prentiss, born

9 in 1816, was a prominent
v
:[ American clergyman and edu-

i> cator. He was ordained in the

Jj
Congregational ministry in

1845 and became a professor

in the Union Theological Semi- '}•

nary.

orm» next
j
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People -Afg Wonderfu l

Herter Praises

Mrs. J. J. Storrow
Latter Second Mother to Governor,

Gave His Diplomatic Career Start
(PEOPLE ARE WONDERFUL — especially Yankees, regard-

less 0/ whether they arrived on the Mayflower or first saw Boston
just reecnty through wide, immigrant eyes. Ancestry, religion or
color does not make a Yankee. The first boat load arrived in 1620
and they've been comtng ever since. First comers and late comers,
thev ore all Yankees—and their stories prove that PEOPLE ARE
WONDERFUL.)

By CHRISTIAN HERTER
(Governor of 'Massachusetts)

The late Mrs. James J. Storrow taught me why people are won-
is remembered by most Boston!

ans, probably, as a great philan-

thropic leader and the lady more
responsible for the Charles River
basin development than any other
oerson in Massachusetts. But, to

le, she was a second mother. She
ade me a New Englander and

i

derful.

I AM NOT an original New
Englander. My family came from
New York. That made it nat-
ural for me to strike up a friend-
shin, when I was a boy of 16 at

from New York. His iuui™ «« .

Lithgow Osborne. He took meL

|
to Lincoln to meet his aunt-Mrs. I

Storrow-and from that first mo-
(

ment I felt at home.
|

I She was, I remember, severely a

'dressed. She wore her hair t

•'drawn tightly into straight lines

and tied with,a bun at the baei-^

Her heels were low, almost the

slipper kind. One might have

thought her stern—until she ex-

tended her hand in greeting and

-r^KNEW INSTANTLY, as any

H 16-vcar-old would, That she loved
' young people. She was warm.,

and vibrant, interested in what

.

was happening around her. For
,

the first time since coming to

Harvard, I lost my feeling of

strangeness. I felt- at home
And I was. I was accepted as

I a member of the family and,

I throughout my college career, I

' made the Storrow home my home

IT WAS THROUGH Mrs. Stor-

roWs love for life, her inquisitive-

ness into young people's minds,

that I learned folk dancing. She

used to have gatherings every |.

weekend for square dancing.

Speaking of dances, I remem-

ber one time I was invited to a

ball—and wanted very much to

Ko — but it required dinner

clothes, which I did not have,

I didn't have the lands to get

any, either. I tried to pass it

off as best I . ould, and thought

I had, until a set of dinner

clothes was delivered to me.

Because of her ability to read

young minds, Mrs. Storrow had

seen right through me .
Her p^

was mv first formal attire.

And there were so many othei

things she did and said and un-

derstood that are now such cher-

ished memories to me.

In fact, the Storrow family and

Lithgow Osborne changed the

entire course of my life. I had

nlanned to be an architect, but

when I told Mrs. Storrow that

I thought Lithgow a lucky man

to be in the diplomatic service

in Europe, she asked me if J.

re&*waf&6, World War I

was on, and Lithgow was with the

American Embassy in Berlin. 1

snirt I certainly did mean it.
Sa
Things developed quickly then

Lithgow spoke to the ambassador

and exactly three days later.

with Mrs. Storrow's blessing and

he p, I was on a boat bound for

GeSnany. That started me on

. mv public service career. I nevei

returned to architecture.

Because of Mrs. Storrow. Mas-

sachusetts became my home. And

because of her, at least indirect

&
C

I have the opportunity to serve

as Massachusetts' governor. To

me she will always be the most

wonderful of the Yankees.
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Retired Hub Librarian at

52nd Anniversary

Meeting of Group She

Started to Make Girls

Read Books

Miss Edith Guerrier seated in front of her fireplace ornamented with tiles made in the Paul

Revere Pottery that she started in the North End.

By GEORGE BRINTON BEAL

BACK in 1899 when Miss Edith

Guerrier, young librarian of

of the North End Branch

Library, discovered that the girls

taking books out of the library

were not reading them but only

trying to see which one could get

her library card filled first, she

decide/? to **« something about it.

What she did stands today as

something unique in library

accomplishments and the results

of her decision has wielded a tre-

mendous influence for good over

hundreds, perhaps thousands of

lives.

She called her nonreading girls

into the library, then housed in the

North End Industrial School, on
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Bennett St., on Saturday evening
and started, informally, what was
probably the first story-telling

hour in library history. Only Miss
Guerrier stopped her story-telling

at the most interesting point in

the story. You had to read the
book to get the rest of the story.

DIVERSE INTEREST
As these Saturday evening meet-

ings became a regular thing, the

girls decided to call themselves
The Saturday Evening Girls,

later abbreviated to the S.E.G.
This January, more than half a

century later, 80 surviving mem-
bers of the S.E.G. , one, Rebecca
Ginsberg, along with Miss Guer-
rier, a charter member, braved a

blizzard to gather in the West
End Branch Library to observe
the 52nd anniversary of the S.E.G.

Officers elected at the recent
meeting were: President, Mrs.
David A. Doren, Brookline; sec-

retary, Miss Gertrude Goldstein,

Brighton, and treasurer, Miss
Gertrude Talcoff, Brighton.
Throughout their lives each

member has carried on the princi-

pals of democratic public service
and universal helpfulness learned,

literally at the knees of her be-
loved leader, Edith Guerrier.
Present members average about
35 years' association with the
S.E.C.

- Coining from the tenements of
the crowded North End many have
attained leadership in their chosen
fields. But all have kept faithfully

the teachings of the young li-

brarian who first gathered the.

original group of about 120 girls

together on that Saturday evening
in 1899, and whose active leader-

ship persisted until the . call of
service to her country in 1917,

took her to Washington.
Among the many notable records

established by the members of the

S.E.G. are those of Catherine M.
Casassa as secretary of the De-
partment of Tropical Medicine at

Harvard ; Sadie Guttertag, a

teacher in the North End's schools
for 39 years; Rebecca Heiman
Davis of Toledo, Ohio, who
modestly claims the title of house-
wife, who has served as head of
the Woman Voters; as President
of the Council of Jewish Women
and in many other civic activities;

Gertrude Goldstein, organizer and
worker for the Patients' Library
Service at Beth Israel Hospital,
in the little known profession of
bibliotherapy; Rose Cassassa soc-
ial worker, and E. Beck and
Frances Rocchi, who run a prune
farm in Dundee, Ore. *

In the library field, Miss Fanny
Goldstein, librarian of the West
End branch, who served as editor-

in-chief of the S.E.C. News, a

publication brought out by the

club continuously from 1910 to

1917, and coeditor with Miss Guer-

rier of the most recent publica-

tion of the club, the S.E.C. News
1899-1952.
Meetings have been held only

on call during recent years, but

among the most notable was that

held last year in the form of an

80th birthday party for the foun-

der, Miss Guerrier, to which came
more than 100 members, including

one who flew in from Oregon.

WENT DRAMATIC
Miss Guerrier, whose own career

carried her to the position of

superintendent of branch libraries,

retired from active duty in 1940,

continued to make herself useful

by taking over the job of assem-

bling documents on World war I

for the Massachusetts Committee

on Public Safety library.

During her service in World
war I, she traveled throughout the

United States as. head, of Library

Publicity, showing libraries how
to give proper publicity of Food
Administration documents.
Modestly this sprightly lady,

whose activity and mental keen-

ness belie her 81 years, tells of

the many activities fostered by her

through the years for her Saturday

Evening Girls who, first coming
to her between the ages of 12 to

15, grew to womanhood, many of

them continuing their membership
-until they were grandmothers.

The club sort of went dramatic

at one period in its earlier history

and four Shakespearean produc-

tions were staged, with all-girl

casts, including a memorial
"Hamlet" played in Mrs. Gardner's
famed Music Room, in the Fens.

Also, in 1914, a series of plays

written especially for the club by
Miss Guerrier, although she fails

, to mention them, made quite a

hit. They included, according~to
.the records, "Board of Health,"
"Heidi," "Pomegranate Seeds,"
"Puss in the Boots," "Snow
Queen," "Swineherd," "Theseus"
and "Three Bears."
Another notable achievement of

the S.E.G., according to Miss
Guerrier, was the organization and
conducting of the world-famed
Paul Revere Pottery, originally
located in the heart of the North
End, in a four-story brick building
at 18 Hull st. The pottery was
operated with varying financial
success from 1907 nntil 1942.

Organized and directed by Edith
Brown, until her death in 1932, the
pottery had at one time 200 mem-
bers and workers, and produced
many notable pieces of fine crafts-

manship.

NOBLE PHILOSOPHY
The purpose of the S.E.G. club

was and is best expressed by the
late Mrs. James J. Storrow, an
ardent worker and financial backer
of the club through many years,

confided Miss Guerrier.
"I expect to pass through this

world but once," Mrs; Storrow
gave as her own rule of life. "Any
good, therefore, that I can djo, or
any kindness that I can show to

any fellow creature, let me do it

now. Let me not defer or neglect
it, for I shall not pass this way
again."
Miss Guerrier. feels very deeply

that her girls, as she still calls

them, have all lived up to this

noble philosophy, as she has her-
self tried to do.
- The records seem to prove her
case.

"I've had a wonderful time,"
she smiled at me, in parting. And,
somehow, looking at her sweet
countenance, softened * by the

years, her eyes still bright, her
mind keen, her handclasp warm
and friendly, you. believed her.

Things Were Quieter Then
Only one American President has had a Cabinet

which served throughout his term without a single change

in its personnel.

No member of- Franklin Pierce's Cabinet died in

office, resigned or was fired.

| New England Family Coat
By ANDREW F. DONNELL

$3rentice

The Prentice family includes

those who spell the name as

Prentiss and Prentiz. It is an
& ancient surname in England,

jjp
where it is found as early as

P 1318. Thomas Prentiz is re-

S[ corded in that year.

h The first of the family in

5 New England was Valentine

6 Prentice, who came from Naz-
@ ing, County Essex, England, to

8 Boston in 1631. He settled in

| Roxbury in 1633.

K Henry, a planter, was made
8 a member of the church in

g Cambridge in 163G. He was
to an original proprietor of Salis-

fcf bury, where he became a free-

man in 1650.
Thomas, born in England in

1621, came to Cambridge in

1648. He was known as Cap-
tain Prentice and was com-
mander of mounted troops in

King Philip's war.
George Lewis Prentiss, born
1816, was a prominent

American clergyman and edu-

cator. He was ordained in the

Congregational ministry in

1845 and became a professor

in the Union Theological Semi-
nary.

(Another coat of arini next
week)
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Some Grandmothers Are Still

With 'Saturday Evening Girls

Women's Activities

By Betty Driscoll Mayo
Staff Writer o) The Christian Science Monitor

Whether they are mothers or

grandmothers the 100 or so mem-
bers of the Saturday Evening
Girls are still *"girls" to Miss
Edith Guerrier of Brighton who
organized the group in 1899.

Miss Guerrier, who retired in

1940 as supervisor of Branch Li-

braries of the Boston Public Li-
brary, still keeps in touch with the

majority of her "girls." Although
they live in various parts of the

I

country, many of them expected
to attend the 52d anniversary
meeting of the group scheduled to

be held today at the West End
Branch Library. Only one or two
meetings are called a year.

51st Anniversary

Last year on the occasion of the

51st anniversary meeting, 100

women were in the audience from
as far away as Oregon, Ohio, New
York, and Vermont. Many of

them were of Russian, German,
Portuguese, Polish, or Italian im-
migrant families 50 years ago.

Among them all these is a

strong bond. Miss Guerrier re-

lates, a bond whose friendship

ties were formed when they were
young girls.

In 1899, Miss Guerrier states,

the Boston Public Library estab-
lished a "delivery station" in the
Girls' Reading Room of the North
Bennet Street Industrial School.

Miss Guerrier began to notice

that no girl kept out a book for

more than two or three days. She
soon discovered also that it was
a game to see who could get a

card filled with dates first.

In order to interest the girls in

finishing a book, she started a

story hour on Saturday evenings,
making it a point to stop at one
of the most exciting parts of the

story. Soon the story hour de-
veloped into a club which took
the name of the Saturday Eve-
ning Girls and became known as

the SEG.

Miss Beck was the former di-

rector of the group's camp at

West Gloucester. Miss Rocchi flew
to Boston last year to attend the
meeting of the group.

Speaker Announced
The Saturday Evening Girls

group always endeavors to "have
a good speaker" at its meeting.
Miss Guerrier states. Scheduled
as the speaker today was Miss
Valerie Paling of Melbourne,
whose topic was "DPs I Know

—

Displaced and Placed." For six

years Miss Paling worked with
UNRRA and the IRO in DP camps
in Germany. For three years of
that time she was field supervisor
in charge of six camps.
Chairman of the Saturday

Evening Girls is Mrs. Fanny P.
Pinasky of Newton. Her contribu-
tion to the SEG News is a piece
on the "Activities and Commit-
tee." Mrs. Rose Pearlmutter of
Brookline is treasurer of the
group.
Miss Guerrier believes the SEG

group was one of the first story
hours in Massachusetts. She has
continued her active interest in

the group except for the few
years during World War I when
she was head of library publicity
in Washington. D.C. She traveled
throughout the United States
showing libraries how to give
publicity to the Food Administra-
tion documents.

After retiring in 1940 Miss
Guerrier was kept busy assem-
bling documents and books on the
carrying on of a war for the
Massachusetts Committee on Pub-
lic Safety library at 18 Tremont
Street, Boston. The material was
used as reference by the com-
mittee.

About 1910 the SEG began pub-
lishing a little newspaper which
it continued until 1917. Because
of conditions brought about bv
World War I, the SEG disbanded
until 1929. On that occasion a

brochure entitled the "Story of
the Saturday Evening Girls" was
published. That was the last lit-

erary effort of the group until

this year.

First in 30 Years

To commemorate the 52d year,
Miss Guerrier and Miss Fanny
Goldstein, librarian at the West
End Library, became coeditors of

the current SEG News, the first

issue in more than 30 years. The
News is being distributed at the'

meeting today.
It is called "A supplement to

the official Library Clu* House
Bulletin published by the Satur-
day Evening Girls, formerly a

Boston Public Library Group of

the North End of Boston, Mass."
Contributors, in addition to

i Miss Guerrier who wrote "The
' Objective" and Miss Goldstein
who produced 13 pages of history,

are members in various parts of

the country. Two contributors are
Miss Sally E. Beck and Miss
Frances Rocchi who run a farm in

Dundee, Ore. One product of the

;
farm is prunes. An editorial note

i at the end of Miss Rocchi's piece

j

states: "Miss Beck and Frances

J

claim that they are retired. Still

I

they are carrying on the farm and
i Miss Beck runs a small insurance
' business."
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Stamp-Sized Books Given to Library
By Everett M. Smith

Staff Writer o;

The Christian Science Monitor

Gift of 100 books to the Boston i

Public Library on the occasion I

of its centennial—including nu-
merous rare Bibles, the com- !

plete works of Shakespeare, !

books of poety, and presidential
]

addresses—will in no way tax
the capacity of the library.

All were less-than-gill-sized
volumes—a rare collection of ex-
quisite miniatures presented' by
Miss Edith Guerrier, Supervisor

^oi Branches, Emeritus, of the
Boston Public Library, and for-

mer Librarian of the Massachu-
setts Committee on Public
Safety.
Many were smaller than post-

age stamps. None was more than
two inches high.. And the 40

volumes of Shakespeare, con-
taining 330,000 words, were ac-

companied by a specially made
revolving bookcase, less than
four inches square.

Volumes Catalogued

The tiny volumes, all care-
fully catalogued, as one might
expect from such an experienced
librarian, were gratefully ac-
cepted in behalf of the library by ,

Milton E. Lord, director.

"Good things come in little

packages," someone once com-
mented after talking with Miss
Guerrier, whose more than 40
years' meritorious service to her i

native Boston and to her country
\

include a dozen or more long-
name titles which fairly belie

her rather tiny, somewhat frail,

but thoroughly vibrant stature.

Through her long and most
active career she has given vigor
and enthusiasm to the .iob at

hand. Librarian from 1896 to

1917 in Boston's North End, she
was head-resident of the Li-
brary House on Hull Street.

This unique, privately spon-
sored institution extended op-
portunities to women and girls of

Italian and Jewish parentage to

Find educational, cultural, and
social stimulus from book read-
ing.

'Graduation* in 1940

In order to interest the girls

in finishing a book, she started a

story hour on Saturday evenings
back in 1899. Soon this devel-
oped into a club, known, and still

ishing today, as the Satur-
day Evening Girls.

Later, Miss Guerrier became
Supervisor of Circulation, then
Supervisor of Branch Libraries,

her retirement—she pre-
to call it "graduation"— 14

s ago, when the term "emer-
itus" was added.
During her 4t> years of service

ii the Boston Public Library
system, she made the library

e alive to the people of Bos-
She advocated the Open

, making hitherto
cessible books available to

all.

She even filled an old banana
:art with books and had it

lushed through the streets, a
>ell ringi ing that here

foi the reading"

—

runnei to : familiar
)ookmo6ilcs.

In 1917/. p'Ur

Gordon N. Converse, Staff Photographer

'I'm Sure We Can Find
Milton E. Lord, Director of the Boston Pub-

lic Library, left, accepts the complete works
of William Shakespeare, in 40 miniature
volumes, from Miss Edith Guerrier, Super-

Spare for Them'
visor of Branches, Emeritus, of

Miss Guerrier just has given

more than 100 miniature books
sion of its centennial.

I he Library.
the library

on the occa-

United States entered World
War I, Miss Guerrier was called

to Washington to organize a

Food Facts Library for the Food
Administration under Herbert
Hoover.
Her answer to this call was a

characteristically pithy telegram
which read: "Will ai

i

Wednesday morning. Estimate
work will take six weeks. Want
no salary. Exp< tl! ei only."
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course it is a matter of in-

ividual opinion whether the
urrent versions of modifications
f the original Bricker amend-
nent actually do change the
Constitution.

The first vote of the Senate
lealt with the following words:
"A provision of a treaty or

ther internal ional agreement
\hich conflicts with this Consti-
ution shall not be of any force
»r effect."

What the Senate actually
oted on was whether in the
bove formula the words "or
ther international agreement"
hould be inserted.
It voted, 62 to 20, to make

his insertion.
It will take another vote to
pprove the whole section
hough inferentially. at any rate,
pproval is contained in the
riginal vote.
Approving the formula were

6 Republicans and 25 Demo-
rats.

Opposing it were 2 Republi-
ans, 17 Democrats and 1 Inde-
endent.
The forthcoming fight will be
ver substitutes for this original
lild proposal and for subse-
uent phrases of more positive
haracter.

^hat Bricker Seeks
Sponsors of the original

iricker amendment would like
d restore whatever they could
d the watered-down formula,
/orked out by Senators William
\ Knowland (R) of California,
nd Homer Ferguson (R) of
lichigan.

Thus it appears that a

tucleus of 20 opponents will
ight any amendment at all,

vhile other senators may peel

111,"! I Hil'V-VA VJV«*-0»

question that blocked action on
the second proposal. Then a par-
liamentary snarl occurred.
The big test of Senate senti-

ment is expected to come over
the substitute amendment spon-
sored by Senator Walter F.

George (D) of Georgia.

The first section of Senator
George's substitute is the same
as the initial section already ap-
proved by the Senate, but its

second section would declare

that a provision of an executive
agreement could not become
effective as internal law without

an act of Congress. The adminis-

tration has been opposing that

part.

Eisenhower View
President Eisenhower has said

he has no objection to such a

provision, commenting that it

might quiet the apprehension of

citizens who believe an amend-
ment is necessary to curb an in-

crease in so-called treaty law.

Some curiosity existed over
the membership of the 20 "die-

hard" opponents to any constitu-

tional amendment.
The two Republicans were

John Sherman Cooper of Ken-
tucky and William Langer of

North Dakota.
The 17 Democrats included

some southerners: Senators Ful-
bright, Lister Hill and John J.

Sparkman of Alabama, and Mat-
thew M. Neely of West Va. It

notably lacked the more con-
servative southern group expect-
ed to rally round the George
amendment.

It also included so-called "lib-

erals" like Senators Hubert H.
Humphrey (D) of Minnesota,
John F. Kennedy (D) of Massa-
chusetts, and W. Stuart Syming-
ton (D) of Missouri.

mere are today 54 of these com-
mando groups which have
driven the Communist terror
units from important sectors in
the hinterland of the French
forces.

Nevertheless, much of the
Vietnam regular Army seems to
exist on paper only. The French
disclosed last October that only
20 of the planned 63 regular
Army battalions had been fully
trained and equipped.
The French consider the train-

ing of new officers as the top
problem of their effort to raise
a Vietnam Army. Up to 3,000
officers a year now are to be
regularly commissioned from
Indochina's three officers' train-
ing schools at Dalat, Thu Due,
and Nam Dinh. Dalat is con-
sidered the West Point of the
Vietnam Army.

It is for these reasons that
many United States military ob-
servers feel that United States
officers should be given a chance
to utilize their training methods
and ideas in Indochina, particu-
larly in view of the success
which Gen. James A. Van Fleet
had in training the South
Koreans.

Word'
The Bible on the romantic

tropical islands of the vast
Pacific is the subject of
today's dispatch from Dr. Ro-
land Hall Sharp. Page 4.

ssociated Press

AIRLINE STEWARDESSES FIGHT RE-
TIREMENT AT AGE 32: Left to right: Joan
McHugh, New York; Pat Word, Portland, Ore.;

WUU1U 1CSU1L All ivwvf/«.D
United States out of Europe al-

together, as far as Mr. Molotov
is concerned.

Different Meanings
But differences between the

Soviet Union and the three

western powers on this proposed

European security plan return

to the basic fact that here East

and West are using the same
\

words but with different con-

tent. What is Europe, for ex-

ample? If it is simply a geo-

graphical expression, then the

question arises whether Soviet

Union is not more Asian than '

European. But, as M. Bidault
pointed out, Europe is a concep-
tion rather than a mere geo-
graphical location. Its ties are
with the whole world, and these'

ties should not be broken, as ..

under the Soviet plan, he de-
clared.

When the term security arises,

the United States, Britain, and
France think in terms of protec-
tion for small as well as big
nations. But for the Kremlin,
security appears simply as a I

means of acquiring or extending
its domain.
Though Mr. Molotov's plan

j

was rejected by the western '.

Margaret Shane, Washington, and Anelya Sem-
broski, Los Angeles. The controversy is under
negotiation by their union.

Stewardesses up in the air over age-old issue. (Story: Page 11)

Vietminh

Claimed
The Wort

Ree. U.S.P

Far East : Encircled Fr<

The Communist Vietminh Radio
tacking Luang Prabang had won
force only five miles north of the

to the north at Dien Bien Phu
were reported to have driven
positions.

President Magsaysay of the Phi
Huk rebels one week in which y

those who do not will be relentl

Europe : Italian Police
Italian police broke up demonsti

throughout Rome and arrested a*

dustrial and farm workers wens
their first test of strength againr
government.

New England : Another S

A second submarine, built in Grotc
Peruvian Navy, will be comm^
Tiburon, sister ship of the Lobog
session last October. The two sh|
Peru by mid-June.

Washington : Panel Wf
A panel of high-ranking officers &
whether to.recommend a court-i|

W. Schwable who made a false

a war prisoner of the Communis
Postmaster General Arthur E. Sf

Congress today to discuss pror
ployees a pay increase.

National: 'Suppression
The First Biennial Conference of
Union Corporation says there
basic liberties" and that it is

situation.

Weather Predictions: Col
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FOREWORD

More than thirty years have passed since the last issue of the S.E.G. News
appeared. There has been a feeling for many years that it would be desirable
to bring the S.E.G. News up-to-date from the time of its last appearance, June 9,

1917, to the present time. Six of the S.E.G. who contributed to the 1917 number
have written for this issue. The others were all contributors in 1914 to the

first issue.

In the Library Club House Report of 1917, the following paragraph appears:

"What have the S.E.G. done anyway? As S.E.G. they never get into
the newspaper, they never give benefit concerts for charities, they
aren't interested, as a group, in many outside organizations; but as

individuals nearly all our members are helping in clubs, classes and
associations in different sections of the city. We are interested in
the local improvement associations, and the school centers. We are
ready to sing or dance when we are called upon . . . The S.E.G. are
making it possible for many children to become acquainted with good
literature, to learn to sing and dance, and to belong to clubs which
endeavor to spread the spirit of good comradeship."

These words might still seem to describe the S.E.G, interests today.

The Editors earnestly thank the writers for their loyal and efficient co-
operation.

The Editors

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE S.E.G.

I am often asked, "What is the purpose of the S.E.G.?" I answer, "It's
almost too simple to be told in these days of mighty causes and far-reaching ob-
jectives." It might be expressed in a few lines that we all know and that our
friend, Mrs. Storrow, loved and lived by:

"I expect to pass through this world but once. Any good there-
fore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show to any fellow
creature, let me do it now. Let me not defer or neglect it, for I

shall not pass this way again."

The purpose of the members of the S.E.G. is to maintain and to show a friend-
ship for those with whom they come in contact that shall foster good comradeship
and contribute its quota toward peace on earth.

At our meetings in the future we hope to have, as we have had in the past,
speakers on world affairs and reviews of important and worthwhile books.

Edith Guerrier
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A my OF LIFE
Annie Kropp Adelson

"Democracy is that force which converts individuals into one

mighty power of thought and action, by causing each person
to unite with his fellows in the common consideration of a

great constructive thought, and in the performance of the
resulting act. The true democrat is the one who sees his
well-being in that of his fellow man; the one who believes
in the vision of a united people; the one who lives and works
for the realization of that vision, undiscouraged by failures;
whose belief never falters, who remains throughout the years
joyous, tireless, unconquerable."

The above is a quoted definition of Democracy written in 1917 at a time when
Democracy was being violated in a large part of the world, and we had to remind
ourselves and each other of its true meaning.

The S.E.G. who, as children, were privileged to be guided by the author of
this definition of democracy, have each in their individual ways made it their
doctrine and way of life.

How well the letter and spirit of this democratic way of life has been im-
bibed is best known to each one of us, as well as to families, friends, and
neighbors, and to the community in general. There are few groups organized for
constructive thought and action that do not have several S.E.G.'s or daughters
and sons of S.E.G.'s as active members. They are, one and all, interested in the

well-being of their fellow man, and align themselves with others to promote that
well-being whenever the opportunity and the need present themselves.

The S.E.G. have remained throughout the years, and still are, a joyous, tire-
less group of women who have shown themselves to be unconquerable in whatever
career they followed, whether it be one of the professions, a business career, or

that of home-maker and mother. S.E.G. children, without exception, are showing
themselves to be true sons and daughters of mothers who have profited by the lov-

ing guidance and consideration with which they were surrounded in their formative
years.

The personal bond among us is unique, inasmuch as we have the memory of happy
childhood and girlhood in common. The memory of playing and working together with
zeal and community effort toward that which would benefit the greatest number is

in itself a priceless heritage, particularly in this day and age when there are
still great masses of people to be educated to the premise of the rule of the
majority with due regard for minorities.

To the Saturday Evening Girls of the present day a job to be done is still
a challenge for greater effort in awakening dormant talent.

YESTERDAY
Sara Baer Rosenberg

I have searched the innermost recesses of my memory and find a picture of a

beautiful, restful reading room, its walls lined with books. Seated at the desk
is a very slight, quiet young lady whom we called "Miss Guerrier" , It was in
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this room that the foundation of the S.E.G. was laid. Here we were steered — oh,

ever so gently — to the very best in literature; absolutely nothing less was ever
permitted us. No lurid novels for Miss Guerrier's little darlings 1 For those of
us who loved to read, the world was at our feet.

From reading room attendance, and the use of our library cards, came a series
of talks on the "Ring" operas. These were given on Saturday nights and proved in-

tensely interesting. I believe it was about this time that the term S.E.G. was
given our group.

Then came a regular series of speakers comprising the great and the near-
great. To mention only a few, there were Vida Scudder of Wellesley fame; Thomas
Mott Osborne, a pioneer in prison reform, and a brother to our own Mrs. Storrow;
Judge Ben Lindsay, famous for his pioneering work in the Juvenile Courts; the

beloved clergyman Edward Everett Hale, and many, many others. Educators, social
workers, writers took time out of their busy lives to address a small group of

very unimportant young girls in the North End of Boston. Why? Because Edith
Guerrier had asked it. Thus another stone was laid on our foundation for better
living and thinking.

Then came the years I loved best when "the play's the thing" referred of

course only to the S.E.G. We cut our teeth on "Mrs. Wiggs", and from that natur-
ally emerged as Shakespearean actresses of stellar famei But back to "Mrs. Wiggs".
The character actresses in that great play -- also known as "Lovey Mary" -- by that

eminent playwright, Miss Guerrier, will never be forgotten. Miss Beck spent most
of her time at rehearsals holding her sides in gales of laughter whenever "yours

truly" as Miss Hazy appeared on the stage. Years later, whenever Miss Beck looked
at me at Camp she got that "Miss Hazy" look in her eyes. And, thinking back, what
my Boston Western twang must have done to her I Precious moments to remember.

The Shakespearean plays need but slight comment -- these came in our more
adult years and are of course more vivid in our memory. To have learned and re-

membered the beautiful lines in those plays we presented is one of my most
treasured possessions.

This brings me to the end of "Yesterday", May the future years bring us all
good health, happiness, and the blessings of old friends such as we have known in

the S.E.G.

THE S.E.G. ACTIVITIES AND ITS COMMITTEES
Fanny Pearlman Pinansky

The S.E.G., although it is an informal group, has its committees, as all or-
ganizations and forms of government must necessarily have committees, and it is

at these committee meetings that important plans are formulated for the proper
functioning of the entire group. They assume the greater part of the work for the

smooth running of an organization, and in many instances come to a speedy decision
on an important matter so that it may be presented to the entire body for action,
and their recommendations are either accepted or rejected.

When our organization was young and functioning on a larger scale than it is

today, our committees played a great role, and they were very important in our

development.

Yfe were divided into groups for our meetings, each group having its own
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committee and rules of procedure but their ideals were in harmony with those of

the entire body. Serious thought was given to the problems presented, while at

the same time we derived great enjoyment from the actual getting together for a

meeting.

One of the first groups, or committees, formed was a sewing group under the

supervision of a friend of Mrs. Storrow, Miss Gerda Nordenstierna. It was very
small, only eight girls. We spent a delightful winter, meeting once a week, at
the end of which time we had embroidered a very beautiful luncheon set which we
presented to Mrs, Storrow,

Then there was the cake-making project. Who remembers the time and effort
spent on this? Miss Beck had an old family recipe for a delicious fruit-nut wed-
ding cake. We worked diligently cracking the nuts and cutting the fruit —
mixing, baking, and finally packing the finished product in lovely white boxes
tied with white ribbon. What an achievement it was when the finished product was

delivered to customers, via Mrs, Storrow' s automobile.

The Chorus Group met for the purpose of inspiring love for good music, and
the operettas given at the end of each season were a great accomplishment.

The House Committee , comprised of ten members, had very important duties, one

of which was to pass on prospective members. A requirement for becoming an S.E.G.
was that, as an evidence of good faith and to prove that she was interested enough
to become an active member, the applicant had to attend six "talks" on six succes-
sive Saturday evenings. She was also required to write a short essay as to why
she desired to join the group. After her acceptance there was also the require-
ment that one hour a week was to be given to performing some of the duties neces-
sary to carry on our various projects. This was called "House Time",

The Camp Committee , I think, was one of the busiest of our committees. It

was no small task classifying the girls into groups according to ages and ability
so that they could live together for a two-week period during the summer. Many
of the younger girls were away from home for the first time and were homesick or

lonesome, so it was very necessary to keep them happy and occupied; hence, our
time schedule at Camp was a very important feature.

The Pottery was one of the really important ventures of the 3,E,G, Those
who were associated with this project know only too well the pleasures derived
from shaping the clay into various artistic pieces; and fame came to us from the
exhibitions and sale of the finished product through the Paul Revere Pottery,

Of the Dancing Classes and Plays too much cannot be said here. One needs
only to think back a very short time to our 1950 "birthday party" when Frances
Rocchi danced the Irish Jig for us. It was difficult to sit there and not join
her I And the plays — the hard task of memorizing the lines and attending re-
hearsals was well repaid when we gave performances.

The development of the all important S.E.G. News was perhaps our greatest
project, and the various Editors appointed to this paper had a great task. It

was due to the efficiency and zeal of the members of the staff that this project
functioned so well and was so successful.

True, various problems were presented on all these group committees, and
serious thought and attention were given to them, but with it all there was always
a spirit of good comradeship and fun.
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At the present time, although we do not get together as often as we would

like, we still have our informal committees. As Chairman of the S.E.G. for sev-

eral years, I have always had a most generous response to my call for any member
to serve on any special timely committee, and for help on any matter. Our meet-

ings have been most oordial and harmonious, and over a cup of tea we have had
many pleasant discussions, and accepted decisions, or agreed to disagree in some

instances.

Today, there is still an opportunity for active committees of the S.E.G,

It was books and good literature that first brought us together, and the Boston
Public Library was our haven for many years. Last year we paid tribute to our

friend and leader, Edith Guerrier, on her eightieth birthday, by presenting the
Library with $100 to be added to the Edith Guerrier Book Fund , and this year we

contributed $25 to the same fund on the occasion of Miss Guerrier' s eighty-first
birthday. Thus, in a small way do we acknowledge our indebtedness to the Boston
Public Library, There are many funds existing at the Library, but we have a per-
sonal interest in this one, and it would be very fitting that a committee be

formed for the purpose of adding to it from time to time.

It is my hope that the interest and friendship that have been manifested in
our group in the past, continue; that we have a Standing Committee wno will always
be willing to carry on the ideals upon which the S.E.G, have built their reputa-
tion; and that we may have our "get-together" for many years.

REMINISCENCES OF THE S.E.G. CAMP
Sally E, Beck

Formerly Director, S.E.G, Camp

How well I remember my thrill when Miss Guerrier told me that Mrs. Storrow
was to build a summer camp house for her club girls, and I was asked to run itl

That must have been about 1905. Next we went to West Gloucester and picked the
camp site. In no time at all Miss Guerrier was planning with Mr. Donaldson, a

contractor, the lovely, large living room with a big fireplace, many windows and
a staircase leading to the second floor, every detail in each individual sleeping
room the girls were to occupy — shelves, hooks, wash stands, curtain rods of

wood not to rust — and a wonderful screened in porch around the rooms. Then there
was the kitchen which Miss Winship had a practical hand in planning, and finally
a barn for Ginger and our roaming cow, Bella Napoli, The Hawks threatened to put
her in the pound — did they? There must have been a chicken coop because there
was a twenty-foot tunnel made of chicken wire about twenty inches high leading
from the coop to the chicken yard. One of our girls told a newcomer she had to
crawl through that tunnel to get the eggs — in and out on her hands and knees —
she did it for several day si

With the animals I must mention my Jimmie Jocks who guarded us at night and
barked for us to throw sticks all day long. Every time he went with us to the
beach after dark, he always found a skunk. He would roll in the sand and dash
into the ocean several times but with many shrieks of "skunk!" from the campers,
he usually ended in a warm soapy bath.

So many highlights and much laughter and so many problems I J Mrs, Hawks, who
claimed she owned the beach, forbade us to bathe there without long black stockings
which were always falling down. We pictured her with a spyglass gazing from her
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home at least a mile away.

Driving to Gloucester with Ginger for provisions and to 7/est Gloucester to

meet the new girls — the trains so often late. But do you remember rowing to

Gloucester in our big, heavy dory, manned with four rowers, one oar each and the

captain calling, "Altogether! one, two, three, fourj" There were kind men in

motor boats when we reached the canal who very often gave us a tow to Gloucester —
then the excitement of the city.

I had such splendid help at the camp — Miss Edna Winship the first few
years, followed by many others. And then that splendid group of volunteers ~
"The Lizzie Winsors" who were such good sports. When the clean linen was delayed
one week, Margaret Thomas washed six sheets by hand and made a lasting good name

for herself. Martha Davis and her frog walk I Martha ran the camp in later years.
Such an unusual girl.

Do you remember how everyone worked at the S.E.G. Camp? Miss Guerrier's
good schedule of numbers and duties which planned our work so well?

Many years after we settled on our Farm at Dundee, Oregon, and later at our
summer camp for girls at Eglon, Yfoshington, we used the same schedule and our girls
cooked our meals, washed dishes, and cleaned living room and porches the same way.

We were told it couldn ! t be done in a private camp but it worked for twenty-one
years.

Such sings as we had accompanied by banjo and guitar:

"The S.E.G. 's — the S.E.G. «s

The S.E.G. 's for mine.
You may talk about the other girls
But the S.E.G. *s for mine."

We acted the whole of "The Lady in Crepe" — the last scene where the drowned
husband (Elizabeth Anthony) arises covered with sea-weed and Alice DeFord dove
headfirst down the hole in the wood box and landed on Elizabeth's headj

Once we had a rule that no one could be seated at breakfast until every mem-
ber of the family was present. We stood behind our chairs solemnly and waited.
One morning Annie Rocchi was late. As we stood ready to shame her, she came down
the stairs dressed like a prima donna gaily singing opera. What a splendid en-
trance — all standing to greet herl

I can ( t omit the fine performance the girls gave in Annisquam — folk dancing
and singing — really wonderful. We sold tickets to the summer colony and added
quite a sum to the camp fund.

Mrs. Storrow came to visit us quite often. She raised our flag the opening
day of camp. We were always so delighted to have her with us and she had many
words of praise for our camp.

I have many happy memories of our summers at West Gloucester, and will never
forget the many lasting friendships that came about through the camp. I wish
that I might meet with you all again.
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NEWS OF THE T.E.G.
Bessie R, Berman
Alice Noahson

Since being asked to write something concerning the Thursday Evening Girls,
recollections of our early childhood return most vividly. Like a haunting refrain
from a beautiful melody, memories of carefree days, the thrill of first experiences,
and the boundless expectancies of youth create a mood — wistful and tender.

The North End — home of Paul Revere and birthplace of American freedom. This
was the scene of our childhood days. Here our leaders taught us the rich heritage
of Democracy, Here we made our early friendships ~ ties that would become closer
as the years sped away.

How well we recall the hours spent in the Library Club House listening to
stories of far-away lands and romantic peoples — the introduction of and partici-
pation in stage plays, folk singing and dancing. Our frequent attendance in the
library gave us easy access to the world's greatest literature and stimulated our
desires for a cultural background.

One central figure dominated this period. One personality is etched in our
memories — Miss Edith Guerrier, sympathetic friend and counsellor, teacher and
guide to deeper understanding and appreciation of the beauty and challenge of

life. These were happy days as they unfolded. Days of living and working to-

gether — a true fraternity of kindred spirits.

Then there were our other good friends -- wise and gracious personalities
who instructed us in a variety of activities which fortified and enriched our

lives. How good it is to recall Rebecca Heiman Davis, Alice Davis and Alice Clark,

Natalie Walker, Fanny Goldstein, and the Misses Winship and Beck, and others. They
embodied all that we hoped to be, Yfe remember the "Winsor" girls, Mary Lee, Susan
Lyman, the Rantouls, the Bancrofts, Elizabeth Harrington and her sister, and many
others. Together they participated with us in our S,E,G. oamp activities in West
Gloucester, What memories the camp recalls — the restlessness we experienced
before our departure; the tears which fell when the day arrived for the return to

our homes.

Our friendships remained firm and intact until the war period when Miss
Guerrier went to Washington, D.C., and we were then asked to merge with the Satur-
day Evening Girls, T,E,G, devotion was too strong for us to break; so, we remained
together meeting monthly in each other's homes where we continued with our literary,

cultural, and social programs. It is sad to contemplate that, except for annual
meetings together with the S.E.G. group, we have ceased to meet independently as
the Thursday Evening Girls,

It is good to reminisce and recapture those wonderful days in our thoughts.
Who knows, perhaps an attempt may be made to again practice some of these activi-
ties at various times in the future. Our Thursday Evening Girls remember these
episodes well — but most of all we remember and shall never forget our beloved
Edith Guerrier whom we admire and respect and to whom we shall always be grateful
for opportunities opened to us to create, develop, and to practice all of the fine

things offered to us. Her ideals will always prove an inspiration not only to our

group but to all who were privileged to be guided by her. May God bless her and
keep her well.





ABOUT THE F.E.G. »S

Sadie Cohen Eisenberg

Six years ago, several of our original F.E.G. started meeting at various
places of interest. We would meet for a pleasant lunch and then spend afternoons
at the Gardner Museum, Fine Arts Museum, Glass Flower exhibition at Harvard, and
other places. After a season of this arrangement, we decided to meet at the homes
of members. For two years we had no officers and no minutes were kept. But always
the meetings (last Wednesday of each month) were well attended and discussions on

topios of interest were enjoyed. Now we have a president, secretary, and treasurer.

Dues are $1.00 per year and a record is kept of each meeting. Also we have a Happy
Day Fund. The hostess at each meeting supplies a small gift and all present have
a chance to win for a small contribution. Each December we divide the proceeds of

this fund, which is generally $20.00. Half is given to Rose Zoboli to obtain
Christmas items for needy children; the other half, to some home for Jewish child-
ren for Chanukah. Each of the group is remembered and greeted on anniversaries or

other special times. We are working on a project now and will try to raise money
to give a small scholarship or other help to some non-sectarian school or group.
In this way we hope to keep the F.E.G. spirit always vibrant and alive. Getting
close to all the girls again and voicing opinions and enjoying such a bond of

satisfying friendship, that has grown more beautiful "through the years" is a

thrill for all concerned.

Here is a list of the members who are most active in our group:

Mrs. Philip Maysles
Mrs, Morris Bloom
Mrs, Morris Barkin
Mrs, Bernard Biller
Mrs. David J, Cohen
Mrs, Abraham Levin
Minnie Colitz
Mrs, Joshua Bond
Mrs, J, Robinson

Mrs, John Cassassa
Mrs, Hyman Brenner
Lillian Goldstein
Mrs, Robert Hamilt
Mrs. Arnold Zoboli
Mrs, Ben Rubin
Mrs. Ben Wolf
Mrs, Charles Ruby
Mrs, Allen Saxe
Mrs. Joseph Wolf
Mrs. Maurice Idelson
Mrs, Max C, Eisenberg
Mrs. Louis J, Glaser
Mrs, David Nathan

NEE
Ethel Epstein
Sarah Gainer
Susie Ginsburg
Hannah Colitz
Dora Levin
Ann Cooper

Miriam Stone
Lillian Lesser

Albina Mangini
Rose Goldstein

Sarah Nathan
Rose Bachini
Bertha Small
Anna Cohen
Ann Sharaf
Rebecca Rubin
Ida Mitchell
Nellie Singer
Sadie Cohen
Dena Harris
Sadie Cohen

CHILDREN
Barbara, Davis, Albert
Barbara, David, Betty
Elaine, Barrett, Pearl
Arlene, Joan
Joseph
Edwin, Doris

Estelle, Harold
Justin, Elaine, Glenna,
Cynthia
Virginia, Victoria, Louise
Philip, Sheldon

Milton, Bernice
Robert
Morton, Edmund
Sherman, Myron, Edith
Marcia, Phyllis
Haskell, Ina

Cecile, Morris
Shirley, Myron
Hilda, Eunice, Arnold
William, Joseph
Morris, Gerald

If some names have been omitted, it is because of lack of data.
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YffiST GLOUCESTER — THE YEAR ROUND
Mary Davis Greer

Don't most of us travel back in our imaginations to the places -where we were
happiest? Well, I'm one of those lucky people privileged to live all of the time
in the place where I was most happy -- West Gloucester. So near Wingaersheek
Beach where we were all so carefree and gay "when we were very young".

Seems as if it were to have been my fate to live here as I spent my first
summer in the East at the old "Rockaway Hotel" in East Gloucester overlooking
beautiful Gloucester Harbor, Later on as volunteers, Alice and I returned, this
time to the dear old S.E.G. Camp which Mrs. Storrow, Miss Guerrier, and Miss Brown
had planned and built to bless us all. Sally Beck and Edna Winship were my guid-
ing spirits for years thereafter!

Then five years abroad and the longing for my little son, David, to know and
love West Gloucester brought us back again to one of the Hawks' cottages for sever-
al summers. It was not difficult to decide we needed the peace and quiet of living
in this lovely spot — so we stayed on and here we are in a little white house
tucked away among trees, huge boulders, and flower gardens which Mother cares for
and which are the pride of West Gloucester.

Yi/hen David was six, he had to go to the 90 year old two-room schoolhouse which
we always passed on the way to Camp. Remember the little Bray School? T/e 11, the
unsanitary and hazardous conditions in this school started my interest in civic
affairs here. A lot of work had to be done, through a strengthened, aroused Parent
Teachers' Association, with the Board of Health, School Board, City Council, etc.,

over a period of years. The result — a wonderful modern school right here in West
Gloucester! A fine School Board, a P.T.A, of some 1500 people, and a very active

P.T.A. Councill

But, alas, that is not all of the story, A few peeks at the political setup

at City Hall and the high taxes and off I went again! Our small League of

Gloucester Home Owners is about to put Plan E, a city manager type of government,

on the ballot again this fall! It's lots of work but home rule will finally come

back to such places as Gloucester in spite of this State Legislature if we can

only work and have faith.

The new Route 128 is bringing in many new families and we hope to see them
living in a fine, well-governed community, leading happy lives as we did so many
years ago in one of the most beautiful places in this country.

LIFE ON A VERMONT FARM
Edna E, Winship

Formerly Assistant Director, S.E.G. Camp

1900 to 1942 in girls' club work, mostly living in a settlement or girls'

club house, and I was ready to retire to the farm which I had bought in 1933 when
father and mother died. I didn't realize it at the time, but there seemed to be
suppressed desires, accumulated over fifty years, which were, and still are, com-

pletely satisfied by the farm-desires for a home of my own. So, with prices at an
all-time-low, I let myself go.
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The house, built in 1800, is in the center of fifty acres of cleared land,

"the mowin 1 ". The rest of the 167 acres is wooded and lies 2,000 feet up, on the
southeastern slope of the Glebe Mountain in Windham. The farm is high enough to

be above early and late frosts, which was an advantage in the days when the farm
was really worked. A brook rises on the mountain, runs past the house and on into

the Connecticut River, This brook has been dammed to make a (very cold) swimming
pool. On the cleared land a nephew has, through the years, planted 9,000 pine and
spruce trees, I hope his son will be able to cash in on them.

Before I bought the house, it was described by the owner as having "remote-
ness and accessibility" and as being a "one- story-house with four bedrooms on the

second floor".

The village has about 135 inhabitants and as many different personalities,
all interesting and friendly. The up-and-coming natives have left town. All-year-
round- summer people, like myself, are coming in, buying up the old places, restor-
ing them and taking an active interest in town affairs. The city people, both
summer and winter, include ministers, professors, State Department staff, school
teachers, research men for Bell Telephone. They are not an "arty", moneyed, or
cocktail-party group. It seems that everything I learned when I was working (for

a salary!) is useful up here, I am busy at church, trying to keep it from closing;
library; town auditing; newspaper correspondence; Civic Action Group; and next, we
hope, a district nurse.

The Carriage House has become a craft shop with two of my summer residents
busy there. Helen, who teaches in winter, paints and studies in a local art class,

and Grace, who is physical education instructor in the winter works with wood,

turning out interesting things and refinishing antiques.

Let me give you an idea of this week's activities. On Sunday, Cyrus Durgin,
drama and music critic for the Boston Globe, dropped in for suggestions for a

series of articles on Vermont he is running this summer. He stayed for hours,

because a minister from Connecticut and a professor from Indiana stopped in and
between us we gave him plenty of "local color".

On Monday, while we were in New Hampshire for the day, the minister left in

our refrigerator a 10-pound tuna fish he had caught the week before (frozen, I

need hardly say), Mr, Mills and five friends had caught 88 tunas, A State
Department man and family for tea; to a Bell Telephone family for dinner and to
hear their daughter give us an hour of music on her marimba; to the Beaver Pond
for the Frog Chorus, which is a great experience; to Weston Playhouse for a show
(we go each week). Judged a Spelling Bee in South Londonderry at their summer

festival. Got the church ready for Old Home Day service, which comes next Sunday,

and following that, people come here for tea. In between times, I have gardened,

canned raspberry and currant jellies and jams, and picked blueberries. The blue-

birds are all over the place this summer, hopping on the lawn as we ate lunch there

this noon, perching on the weather vane and scrapping with the robins for posses-

sion of the old apple tree,

I find that I have no desire to wander and am never really happy away from
here. My family and friends come here. My neighbors are the best there are. I

have a telephone, the road is plowed in winter, and my cat and dog and I are con-

tent and find life very satisfying.
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A HOUSEKEEPER'S OPPORTUNITIES
Rebecca Heiman Davis

"Your trips ~ your civic duties — your grandchildren, etc." Sounds to me
like, "What have you done with yourself since leaving Boston thirty years ago?"

I've enjoyed reminiscing and I can put down on paper what this housekeeper
has done and try to remember the many facets that have made up the pattern. Yfriere

to begin? Why at the beginning, of course, setting up housekeeping in an "in-a-
door" bedroom apartment, but it was heaven in comfort, when Stanley built a desk
and bookshelves copied from Hull Street — big enough even for Edith Guerrier
Davis when she arrivedl

Next, trying to find a place for myself in Toledo, When I was asked to be

secretary for the League of Women Voters, I was delighted even though it entailed
making arrangements to have the baby get her airing while I was taking down notes
on how to vote and what our civic duties ought to be. Then a few seasons later I

was asked to be president of the Council of Jewish Women, which meant more juggling
of household duties, but which I enjoyed thoroughly. By that time the community
knew how simple it was to get me to take responsibility and I was asked to head
our Temple Sisterhood, another series of experiences.

I also found time to belong to a glee club and a dramatic group; I even taught

folk dancing to a group of children Edith's age. I earned my first money for
Hadassah by taking a group of children to our wonderful Museum of Art on Saturday
mornings. While I charged the mothers twenty-five cents for taking care of their
offsprings (that was the early baby-sitter days), I'm sure I learned more about
the art treasures at our museum, which are valuable to me always.

I cannot finish this phase of my "housekeeper's opportunities" without men-
tioning the "drives", both the Community and Jewish, in which I tried to do my
share

•

During the years we visited Boston often. Keeping my contacts with those
dear to me -- old friends — is very precious.

By the time Edith was ready for college we made plans "to see the world" and
our first trip was to Washington, Williamsburg, Gettysburg; in fact, to all the

famous and historic landmarks of the South.

Then followed another trip up the St, Lawrence to the Gaspe' Peninsula and
Magdalen Islands. We went on a boat carrying lumber from these out-of-the-way
places and bringing them supplies from other parts of Canada and America, That

country is still as primitive in many respects as it was several generations ago —
although the big Canadian cities of Toronto, Montreal, and Quebec are modern and
interesting.

The following year we went to the awe-inspiring Canadian Rockies, Jasper Park

with the beauty of Mt. Edith Cavell looming far above the town, breath-taking Lake

Louise and the grandeur of Banff is something to fill our minds with memories of

great beauty. I must add the ice fields of the Columbia River frozen so that cars

can travel on it, and in color a blue to match the skies.

Our longest trip by boat was to South America, forty-seven days. We sailed
from New Orleans on the "Del-Mar", stopping off at many ports, the West Indies,

Rio, with the most beautiful harbor in the world, Montevideo, Uruguay, Santos,
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the largest coffee port in the world, Sao Paulo, the fastest growing city in the
world, and Buenos Aires, a cosmopolitan and fascinating city much like California,
a city of many interests and beauty, a city of unrest under the regime of Evita
and her husband Peron.

The following year we crossed our continent, as we often had done during the
years, but this time Rose and Billy joined us and we had a glorious trip to Hawaii,
a place to which I want to return. Of course, we would like to go back to many of
the places we already have seen.

This past winter we became air-minded and flew to Miami — from there to
Havana, then to the British West Indies, Kingston, Tower Isle and Montego Bay, a

country which has work to do to make it come up to the standards of most of the

countries we have seen.

And each time we come home with richer memories, but with a deeper sense of
appreciation for our own country, the land which gives to us the opportunities to

live our lives without fear of an autocratic government, the land of freedom for

all and not a selected few.

Life is richer for Stanley and me through our Edith's marriage, and those of
you who have seen Edith and Howard's Minna Ann and James (Nan and Jimmy) will
agree we have been blessed.

I can only close my "review of the highlights" of my thirty married years by
saying and affirming that after all making a happy home for my loved ones has
provided my most precious opportunities.

CIVIC INTERESTS DO TAKE TIME
Jennie Swartzman Walla oh

It all begins very simply. You are invited by a friend to attend an after-
noon meeting of an organization in which she is interested. Without any valid
reason for not going, and with some free time on your hands, you accept the invi-

tation.

The meeting is well attended; the women are cordial and extremely alert. You
are impressed by their fervor and devotion to "the cause". At first it all seems
slightly confusing to a newcomer to listen to plans for "An extended Child Care

program"; or for a "Library Service for Disabled Veterans"; or "Are We Women
doing our full share in Civilian Defense?", etc. And you begin to wonder if you
really are doing your share in the interests of the community.

You are invited to join — which, of course, was the reason for the invitation
in the first place — followed by the inevitable telephone call* "There is a va-

cancy on the Child Care Committee, Won't you please say you will help?" Then it

happens I Slowly at first — perhaps one afternoon a week. Soon you begin to at-

tend those extra meetings, "The Cause" grows more vital and takes on added signi-

ficance with closer contact. Your horizon widens as one project leads on to

another, and your tiny efforts begin to take root. No longer have you time for
that movie you have wanted so much to see J No longer do you permit yourself the
luxury of that relaxing half hour before dinner. Housework and meals must be

scheduled to the minute to meet the ever-increasing demands on your time for your
"pet? 1 interest.
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Yes, civic interests do take time, but there is nothing quite as rewarding
as the exhilaration and the inner peace which come from participation in worth-
while community activities.

MUSICAL NOTES: A CHANGING PANORAMA.

Fan Levis Friedlander

When Fanny Goldstein called me and requested that I write something for the
S.E.G. News, I was amazed at the idea of my having anything of interest to share
with you; but, when she informed me, that in the very first issue of the S.E.G.
News, I was a pioneer contributor and had had the temerity not only to write
under "Musical Notes", but also to critically review some of our leading concert
performers of that day, I had to accept the challenge.

As I think back to those carefree days, a flood of happy memories engulfs
me. I recalled with pleasure the early S.E.G. meetings with Miss Guerrier and .

the fun of playing with all the group, the music and the dancing, the simple joys

of those days. My participation in club work, plays, pottery, etc., was wonder-
ful, but more particularly my first and lifelong joy was music; and with music,

the one outstanding event dominating the picture, "The Boston Symphony Orchestra".

It is with a nostalgic glow that I recall the keen anticipation with which
we looked forward to Fridays — that thrilling day, "Symphony Day". On that day
a small number of seats were available to the public at the magnificent sum of

25^. But we had to rush to get them, and we certainly didl The preparations
for this rush consisted of a blanket, woollies, and a lunch. These were the re-

quisites for a seat on the cold stone steps leading to that land of enchantment —
"Symphony Hall".

After several hours of waiting, with cramped legs, nipped toes, aching fin-
gers, the reward came. The doors were opened and we were greeted by a rush of
warm air that was welcome indeed, but which we had no time to savor, for in the
babble of excitement we literally flew up to the second balcony and with one

quick appraising glance leaped to the best seat available, staking a claim by
depositing either books, coats, or oneself on it. Then, a sigh of relaxation
enjoying the well-deserved release and sitting back with the complete certainty
that something wonderful was about to happen.

Gradually the orchestra men filtered in (familiar faces at long distance),
and when all were seated, the conductor came in with his magic wand that wrought
miracles out of the air.

They passed in kaleidoscopic review, these figures -- Dr. Karl Muck, that
brilliant German conductor, who was dismissed during World War I for his German
sympathies; Pierre Monteux, the amiable and renowned leader; and last, our never-
to-be-forgotten own great, exciting, and thrilling Maestro, Serge Koussevitzky,
who was really responsible for integrating the orchestra into one of the greatest
instruments of our day.

Those were peaceful days and the music was the beautifully classical of

Haydn, Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, or the romantic school of Chopin, Liszt, Tschai-
kowsky — pleasurable and so rewarding to listen to, because of the melodic line

and pleasing harmonies. Following these two schools came the Impressionistic
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with Debussy, Faure*, Ravel, with a shimmer of sound, different but nonetheless
pleasing.

On the heels of the Impressionists came Jazz with Gershwin and immediately
after that a new word crept into our vocabulary — "Modern Music" — startling
in its dissonances, its unusual rhythms and its lack of melodic line. At first,
a horrified audience looked bewildered, unhappily wondering if they were the
subject of a hoax, some of the older vintage leaving during the concert in dis-
gust. However, there were many who remained, and gradually after many hearings
on the part of the listener, and a modification and tempering of the first
flights in Modern Music by the composer we are gradually finding a more harmoni-
ous meeting ground.

And so, today, our programs read very differently. We come into the concert
hall, never quite knowing whether that new symphony by some unknown composer is

going to be appealing or repelling. The certainty of yesteryear is gone but as

one who has tasted the old and witnessed the development and emergence of the

new, it has been an intensely fascinating period, for never before has music been
so much a part of everyday life, interpreting so vividly and so expressively the

mores of the times.

It is interesting to capture and to compare the tone of the general atmos-
phere of the Symphony Hall audiences of the Friday afternoon concerts, which is

relatively the same. The seats have been passed on from generation to generation
and subscribers often must wait until someone passes away to get seats. The

flavor of "Quality Street" still remains on Friday afternoon.

The Saturday evening audiences, however, have changed much. They are younger,
modern, more sophisticated and almost completely lacking in the glamour of yester-
year. They are eager to hear new compositions and are anxious to hear music in

the modern vein, keen on experimentation, more responsive and articulate.

TEACHING IN THE NORTH END
Sadie Guttentag

During the period of thirty-nine years which I have spent teaching in the
North End there have been many changes.

In 1914 there was a registration of 5,000 children in the public schools of

the North End, Today the public school enrollment is less than 1,000 pupils.

They are housed in three buildings — the Michelangelo and Eliot Schools on
Charter Street and the Paul Revere School on Prince Street. There is one princi-
pal, Mr. Francis 0, Wood. All other buildings have been demolished except the

Christopher Columbus School which is now a Catholic High School with boys and
girls attending from various sections of Metropolitan Boston,

In my early teaching the parents were mainly non-English speaking. Today
most of the parents have attended our schools, many of them being my former
pupils. Practically all of the material needs of our pupils are met, for rarely
is a child absent today because of lack of proper clothing as was often the case

in the past.

Last spring I visited the home of a pupil at 18 Hull Street, the former
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Library Club House, It -was furnished in excellent taste and contained all the
modern electrical appliances and equipment. This is typical of most of the homes
today. Rare indeed is the home without a television set. As elsewhere, the
families are smaller than formerly, having not more than two or three children.

Another important change was the inauguration of the single session in the
elementary school in January 1949. The hours are from 8:45 a.m. to 2:15 p.m.
with a 35 minute lunch period at twelve o'clock. The children eat their lunches
at their desks while the teacher tries to eat hers at her desk as she supervises
the class. Her attention must not be distracted from the twenty-five or more
bottles of milk which may be tipped over and must be emptied, of course, but not
by spilling the contents.

Teaching in the North End as elsewhere has many compensations. Last June

I attended the Junior High School graduation at the Michelangelo School. How
delighted I was when a diploma was handed to John T. As he walked back to his
seat he looked at me with eyes beaming and a broad grin on his face. He had
been sent to my fourth grade at the age of twelve from a special class. His work
was satisfactory enough in June to warrant promotion. He went on through the

grades and now had graduated from the ninth grade. Is it any wonder we smiled
at each other with a sense of accomplishment and pride?

One day about two years ago I glanced up and saw standing in the doorway of

my classroom a mother and daughter whom I had not seen for several years. They
had come to tell me that Adorna was to enter Radcliffe College. They wanted me
to know, as her desire for higher education had been first aroused in my fourth
grade. Their presence brought to my mind a unit on Halloween, one phase of which
was the writing of original poems. Adorna 1 s was the first to be placed on my
desk and when other pupils needed help with theirs she was always ready with sug-

gestions. So great was the interest in this creative work that poems were written
for each holiday and season throughout that year. Adorna wrote several and many
of the poems of the class were printed in the Boston Teachers News Letter .

In 1938 the Eastern Arts Association held its convention in Boston. A group
of Hancock School children was invited to take part in a program for the Associa-
tion at the Hotel Statler. The noteworthy fact is that these North End children
were the only elementary group to perform. Their "Dance of the Colors" was so

successful that we received many letters of commendation for the fine performance.
For a demonstration of this sort one must have the cooperation of one's principal.
We certainly had it from Miss Loretta J. Curran, who was always ready to assist
in any project which would bring distinction to the children of the North End.

I cannot conclude this article without paying tribute to the woman who in-

fluenced my teaching more than any other person, Gertrude E. Bigelow, principal
of the Hancock District from 1912 to 1931. Her intiring devotion to the cause of

education, her inspiring leadership, her keen sense of justice, her unfailing
wisdom, her unwavering integrity and her staunch friendship were a source of in-

spiration and joy during those years and the years since.

SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCES
Catherine M. Casassa

After my graduation from Simmons College, I was privileged to become the

Secretary in the newly-established Department of Tropioal Medicine at Harvard
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University, under the direction of Dr. Richard Pearson Strong, the first Professor
to be appointed to this new Chair in the University. A resume' of my secretarial
experiences must naturally include the work of the Department, and in a brief
article I can mention only a few of these activities.

In a very short time after my appointment I realized how much I had to learn
in a field so new to me, and the responsibility of being associated with a scien-
tist of national and international importance. I had to master an entirely new
medical vocabulary, learn about laboratory techniques, make brief abstracts from
medical journals, help prepare articles for publication, read proof — besides
handling the routine correspondence, arrange for students' classes, patients' ap-

pointments, and many other details.

During World War I, I was granted a leave of absence for work in Washington,
D.C., in the Food Administration, then under Herbert Hoover. I was there about
six months when I was called by the American Red Cross and sent to Paris, France,

in the Medical Intelligence Department, being assigned to Dr. Strong who had been
in active service since the beginning of hostilities. I remained in Paris one

year.

At the end of World War I, having "won the war to end all wars", there was
conceived a plan to organize what was termed a League of Red Cross Societies,
which was to operate in peace time for the good of mankind. For this purpose, a

Conference consisting of the leading representatives of many countries, was called
at Cannes, on the French Riviera, and I was one of the secretaries selected to

cover the proceedings. This gave me an opportunity to be present at the meetings,
and to become acquainted with some of the leading scientists and administrators
in the post-war world.

At the end of the Cannes Conference, which lasted one month, headquarters for
this new League were established in Geneva, Switzerland, on the shores of Lake
Leman, and Dr. Strong was appointed its Medical Director. I was transferred from
Paris to Geneva, and there I remained a second year. Since the personnel of this
League was Swiss, French, British, Italian, American, etc., the privileges and op-
portunities afforded us of working and living together, and the experiences of
travelling over Europe on our vacation and leave periods, cannot be covered in a

brief article.

Upon return to Harvard University at the end of the war, the Department of
Tropical Medicine was reorganized with renewed interest. The teaching program
was expanded, and expeditions under Dr. Strong were sent regularly to tropical
countries, to establish clinics among the natives, provide medical care where none
was available, and to bring back fresh material for our students. To organize
these expeditions required a great deal of preparation by the faculty and staff,

I will mention here only the African Expedition which consisted of eight scientists

who proceeded to Liberia, crossed the continent to Africa, and remained in the

tropics for more than a year. For this expedition alone it was necessary to pro-
vide supplies and equipment for a complete field laboratory to be used in tropical
jungles where nothing could be purchased or replaced. Thirty-five trunks of

material carefully selected and packed, plus experimental animals, accompanied
the Expedition, and all this had to be listed in detail and covered by permits
and certificates of many descriptions. When the Expedition returned, a great
deal of new material was brought back for research, study, and teaching purposes,
and then began the writing of the report.

In the case of this African Expedition, one needs only glance at one of the
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many publications from the Department, entitled "The African Republic of Liberia
and the Belgian Congo", consisting of 2 volumes of 1065 printed pages, with more
than 1,000 illustrations, maps, charts, text-figures, and detailed index, to
realize the magnitude and importance of such an undertaking.

In addition, many reels of motion picture film were taken in the clinics and
in the field, and these had to be cut down to lots of five or six reels each, to
be supplemented by still pictures, and adapted for lectures to medical groups or
lay persons. To assist in such work was really an education in geography, cli-
mates, races, customs and habits, industries, and the flora and fauna of the world.

The importance of Tropical Medicine was fully recognized when World War II
broke out. Intensive courses in this subject were offered by our Department to
groups of medical officers sent to us by the Government and later assigned to our
armed forces in the Pacifia area. Today, medical students and public health of-

ficers of all races and nationalities are being highly trained for important
medical and administrative posts in the tropical world, and research projects are
continually being carried on to improve world health and sanitation in all parts
of the globe.

The openings for secretaries are far greater today than ever before, and one

need only be well prepared and willing to work hard, and a world of opportunities
presents itself.

BIBLIOTHERAPY IN A HOSPITAL
Gertrude Goldstein

Books have been in hospitals a long time, but only since the beginning of

this century has the use of them as a therapeutic agent been recognized to the

extent of organized libraries.

In August 1928, when the Beth Israel Hospital of Boston opened its doors to

the care of the sick, regardless of race, creed, or color, it did not take a long

time to discover the importance of reading for the patient. It has been said,

"when the mind is restless, the body fidgets; therefore losing oneself in the

printed pages for an hour or so gives the body time to mend a little."

Early in 1929, a committee of women was organized and plans were formulated
for the distribution of books and magazines to the patients' bedside. Today,

after twenty-two years of Patients' Library Service, we have an excellent collec-

tion of books in English, French, Italian, Russian, and about 500 in Yiddish and

Hebrew,

It was soon learned that a Patients ' Library is a therapeutic service of no

small importance. The book in a hospital offers some relief. It takes the

patient's mind off his troubles and diverts it along lines which lead toward

physical as well as mental benefit. Bibliotherapy knows that any illness is to

some extent mental and that the patient needs books which will make him think

more normally and happily, even for a short period of time. It is not possible

to make a comprehensive statement about books best suited to patients. A book

that will satisfy one patient will not appeal to another, but the aim of biblio-

therapy is to assist in hastening convalescence and a restoration to health.
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There is no way of measuring just how great is the value of a well-selected
book. A patient long confined in a quiet hospital room begins to realize that
a book is his good friend. Whether a book is light or of serious content does
not matter and reading just for pleasure is not to be frowned upon. The frame of
mind is the ohief object in adapting the book to the patient. A patient will read
with pleasure what balances in his imagination and what is lacking in his every-

day life. The most conventional people adore mystery stories. Fiction is most
popular and men enjoy romances as well as women, but are often too shy to ask for
them. Timid people enjoy adventure and Wild West stories. Before suggesting a

book to a patient, it is well to find out what his intellectual level is. What
has the patient been accustomed to reading prior to his admission to the hospital?
When encouraging a patient to read, it is reasonable to assume that books on cer-
tain themes are best suited to particular types of illnesses.

The approach to children is somewhat different, as their experience is limited.

Picture books and stories which are short and in large print are the most satis-

factory kind to use, even with older children, A child will not concentrate on a

long story and reading should be simple. Scrap and picture books are always very
popular with the young ones.

The hospital public is small, but it is a cross section in which there are
all kinds of people. The same type of book will not fill the needs for all pa-

tients any more than the same medicine would. For this reason, it is very
necessary to have a large variety of reading material.

We cannot measure the result of a Patients' Library Service, nor even see

them, but we do have their expression of gratitude. While the patient may not

be aware of the effect the book has had on his mental condition, he knows it has

helped him to pass the time more quickly during his hospital stay,

A hospital is a setting of life in which the patient is temporarily out of

his normal sphere, A mother may be worrying about her children at home and a

father about his work and finances and in a hospital there is endless time in

which to worry. It is a recognized fact by physicians that bibliotherapy keeps
the patient's mind occupied and happier, so that various other therapies which
are prescribed may be more effective.

The Patients' Library Service pays the hospital therapeutically. It also
pays from a humanitarian standpoint; it pays in good will and pays the community
in good health.

A SOCIAL WORKER IS EVERYBODY'S FRIEND
Rose Casassa

When Miss Guerrier asked me to write on the subject, "A Social Worker is

Everybody's Friend", I began to think — just what is a social worker? The title

sounded like a happy one'. Yes, the social worker is everybody's friend. We

meet her in the schoolmaster's office, checking up on little Johnny's conduct, and

later at the lad's home to give the mother a detailed report of what had happened.
We see her at the hospital clinic with some child who needs special care and atten-

tion. She stays with the child all through the trying period of the clinical
examination and check-up, and then tries to get the proper cooperation from the
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parents. Yes, she will be happy to be of service to the child's family.

We meet this unusual person especially in the courtroom, where she does her
utmost to save a child from being placed on the delinquency list. She usually
knows the background of these unfortunate individuals, and it may be her kind,

understanding and sympathetic attitude that actually saves the child from getting
into more serious trouble.

The social worker meets people of every nationality and creed, and usually
gets to know the people very well. She understands their temperament, their way
of seeing things, how much more sensitive they may be than their neighbors. At
times she has to work very patiently and cautiously before she is able to make

them realize that she is working for their own good. A successful social worker
usually makes friends very easily, and having gained their confidence, she com-
mands utmost respect and radiates hope and sunshine to them.

Very often she assumes the role of peacemaker in the family. She has to try
to convince parents that it is perfectly proper and normal for a young girl or
boy to go to clubs and dances in the various schools and club-houses. She assures
them that they are not only meeting other young people like themselves, but are
also learning many fine things through such contact with club leaders and social
groups.

Our social worker is all that her name implies. She should have a magnetic
personality. She must be alert and ready to use good judgment almost at a moment's
notice. She must be very sympathetic and understanding. Her conduct should be

above reproach, especially before young, impressionable people, and she should be

courageous at all times. Her work should bring endless joy and much happiness,
having had the great privilege of serving her neighbor. Yes, the social worker
is everybody's friend.

PRUNES
Frances Rocchi

Miss Guerrier asked me to write an article about prunes. The temperature
has been close to 100° and the subject is a bit sticky. I know very little about
prunes except that they ripen when the weather is hottest in September, We pick
into pails and during the heat each pail seems to weigh a ton. It takes about
three and one half pails to fill a bushel box. When I first came to Oregon we
were paid five to six cents for picking a bushel and when I worked steadily I

could manage to pick forty to fifty bushels a day. Today pickers get 25^ for

picking one bushel. We have only half an acre of prunes in this orchard and for
the first time in three years there is a crop.

Prunes are a bit out of fashion these days. Aeroplanes have revolutionized
the fruit industry. Dried is being supplanted by fresh fruit and fruit juices.
Prunes are really dried plums. The Italian prune is larger and tart and the
French prune much smaller and very sweet. More prunes today are canned than dried
and I am told they are very popular in large cities. There are not as many prune
orchards as there were formerly. Many of them have been taken out to make way
for more profitable crops.

The prune tree is about half the size of a walnut tree — not symmetrical but
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with crooked branches which make one think of the Arthur Rackham illustrations of
fairy tales. In the spring they are a mass of white blossoms and it is quite a

sight to ride in the valley and look up at the flower-covered hillside. People
who own orchards live in a kind of suspense during the blossoming season. Rain
and cold at the wrong time may mean the loss of a crop.

During the summer when it is hot and dry the orchards have to be cultivated
to conserve moisture. Most orchardists plant a cover crop in the fall, preferably
a legume. During the early spring this crop is turned under by disc or plough;
after that several times before harvest the ploughed ground is harrowed and in

some orchards rolled to break up the lumps. It is too hard to pick prunes on lumpy
ground. In the winter the trees are pruned and the dead wood removed. The brush
has to be collected and burned.

Prunes are beautiful hanging in clusters of four and five and sometimes the
trees are so heavily laden, the limbs break. They are delicious when ripe --

juicy and full of flavor. The bees are also fond of prunes and when the juice is

oozing from them, pickers have to be on the alert lest they be stung by the yellow-
jackets. The trees are shaken with a hooked pole and the fruit falls to the ground.
The effect at a distance is like a purple carpet. The picker crawls on the ground
getting the best fruit and leaving the soft and moldy — mold sometimes gets
started in the bunches of fruit if they a re left on the tree too long after they
are ripe.

For drying, the bushels of prunes are taken to the dryer where they are

dumped into vats of water containing lye which kills bugs and cleans the fruit.

They then go through more water and are put on trays which slip on to runners in

a dryer — hundreds of trays one on top of another with air space between. It

takes a day and a half to two days to dry them with artificial heat. Next comes

the sorting and then they are stored ready for shipment.

We haven 1 t had a crop for three years but this year looks more promising. I

remember one year the trees were loaded but they all rotted on the ground because
the price was so low it didn't pay to pick them. The farmer gets so little on

his investment that many times he doesn't bother to pick his crop. Most people

find it hard to believe because the price of prunes in the market is so high. When
there is a more equitable adjustment between the price the consumer pays and what
the grower gets, that may be the time when prune orchards will come back into

their own and grace the hillsides with fragrant beauty.

EDITORIAL NOTE :

Some years ago I was in Portland, Oregon, and went over to call on Miss Beck
and Frances in Dundee. Their home is charming, as you would expect it to be, and
the view is magnificent, across a valley clothed with orchards to Mount Hood's
snow-capped peak against the blue sky. At that time they were raising dogs as

well as prunes, walnuts, and filberts and running a summer camp on Puget Sound.

Frances was teaching folk dancing and giving piano lessons in Portland, as well as

writing an occasional letter to the Oregonian . Altogether they appeared to be

living an ideal life in their "home by the side of the road".

Miss Beck and Frances claim that they are retired. Still they are carrying

on the farm and Miss Beck runs a small insurance business.

— E.G.
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S.E.G. LANES OF MEMORY

Fanny Goldstein

On Tuesday evening, December 12, 1929, the Saturday Evening Girls assembled
at a gala get-together at West End House for the first time since they had dis-
banded because of the conditions brought on by World War I. Some 120 girls were
there that evening to indulge in fun and frolic and particularly to pick up the

threads of friendship started in early childhood, many years ago. A brochure
entitled the STORY OF THE SATURDAY EVENING GIRLS was published to mark this occa-

sion. The Rime of the Saturday Evening Girls summarized the activities of Yester-
day. The topics and contributors were:

Prologue—Fanny Goldstein
Camp—Augusta Arvedon Kenney
The Pottery—Celia Goodman Stern
Dramatics— Sara Baer Rosenberg
Chorus—Rebecca Heiman Davis
Dancing— Catherine M. Casassa
S.E.G. News—Annie Kropp Adelson

The Epilogue, which traced and again linked all these activities together, was by
Fanny Goldstein, The whole story was dedicated to the Founder, Edith Guerrier,
and to Helen Osborne Storrow, our Patronness.

That was the last literary effusion in print. 1929 — 22 years ago. A gen-

eration has come and gone and now Miss Guerrier has asked for another edition of

the S.E.G. News . Topics for the new issue were assigned to those contributing
Editors, who appeared in the June 1917 issue of the more formal S.E.G. New s,

Curiously enough, that was the last issue gotten out whilst we were in the throes
of World War I, when the world seemed to be tottering on the threshold of disaster
and it was therefore necessary to halt the work of the Library Club House Groups
and to disband the S.E.G., who were scattered in war services of one kind or
another.

Another war has since come and gone and civilization is still poised on
the brink of we know not what — survival or extinction. Poison gas was then the

talk. A-bombs and H-bombs, now the fashion, were unheard of in those days. Still,
the tension under which we lived was comparable, if not worse, and the desire for
survival in the breast of every individual reigned and still reigns supreme,

I have scanned the ancient records of the past. I have played on the mystic
chords of memory. I have sought the answer to the question of that which made the

S.E.G. tick . What were these girls and what was it that held them together by
such staunch bonds for over two generations? The answer remains an enigma. But

in the light of retrospect we can patch a few pieces together and help to create

a chain of events which will prove strong links to recapture and to re-create the

story of the S.E.G.

To begin with, there is nothing new in the story of a club. Girls' clubs

were in fashion in those days and still are going strong today. But clubs come
and go and it is seldom that any club exceeds more than a five-year life tenure.
Then individuals step out and step on. The North End district — the surroundings
were nothing to boast of. These girls were quite ordinary. In their very ordi-
nariness, they proved extraordinary . They were all of immigrant stock, daughters
of artisans and petty merchants. The standards of wealth were certainly minus.
Wealth as it is measured in worldly goods today was unknown. I doubt whether
there was a single S.E.G. family who lived as a unit in a single family home. I
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doubt whether any of them owned property. Tenements were the vogue. A tenement
of five rooms was the epitome of riches. Those were the days of iron bedsteads,
golden-oak dining room sets, plush parlor furniture, and gay Axminister rugs —
if one could afford them. Practically every one of the S.E.G. homes was backed
and sanctified by a parental authority of which the modern home is nearly devoid.
To the best of my knowledge there were no broken homes amongst these girls. There
was the give-and-take and the reciprocity of living together under one roof. I

would say in retrospect that every S.E.G. home was more or less distinguished by
relative cleanliness and decent living in spite of the inherent economic handicaps
under which the families struggled. Economic security was unknown even as a term.
One lived frugally today and built a mite for tomorrow. But in the main, there
were ennobling experiences. Racial customs and manners and traditions commanded
observance and the life of the spirit held strong without too much rationalization
or analysis.

The girls banded together outside their homes. The Library offered a happy
refuge and contrast. Here the doors of America literally opened up for them.
They sought refuge from growing pains. They sought compatibility and understanding
and companionship. They groped for the opportunity which America offered, without
knowing and without understanding. Thus they drifted into the Library, fortunately.

There were other places but this particular group drifted into and overflowed the

Library. The Library offered a social haven. It was one of those psychological
moments. A trinity of forces and elements — the need, the opportunity, the leader.

Thus the S.E.G, came into being. Here the girls found sympathy, guidance, an
outer atmosphere which was conducive to an inner serenity which produced ideals of

perfection brought on by the give and take and a search for the aristocracy of the
mind. No learning has any bearing on life or civilization unless that learning is

put into action. This is what the S.E.G. — The Saturday Evening Girls did. What
learning, little or much, they acquired they brought into action, an action which
changed the course of many a life. The fact that these girls have been banded to-
gether by the memory of these actions through so many years is in itself testimony
to the forces that helped build and guide us at that time.

Now what has happened during the years? First, there has been no regimenta-
tion. Each and every one has come forth into the world to build alone. Each one

applied those better influences which she absorbed in her own peculiar way. An
average percentage of these girls have married, had families, built homes and have

produced extraordinary children of this generation. Those who did not marry have,

curiously enough, all been absorbed in white collar economic pursuits. Not a

single S.E.G., as measured by the spectacular, has attained worldly fame or for-

tune, but practically every S.E.G, has carved out a niche of usefulness in the

particular avenue in which she has found herself, with dignity, and with a sense

of social responsibility. To the best of my knowledge, not a single S.E.G. has

been pauperized during a lifetime. Not a single S.E.G. is a social or an institu-
tional responsibility. Not a single S.E.G. has made a penitentiary record, other
than to visit the penitentiary in order to bring light and help to the inmates.
Of the higher professions, we have contributed to medicine, to nursing, to law,

to teaching and high-class secretaries, to social and library work. The rest are

wives and mothers — active, wholesome, constantly intent on creating for their

children better opportunities than they had. This is the carry over from old
S.E.G. days. It is this secret of service plus the assumption of responsibility
which, I think, made the S.E.G. tick .

Now, let me lead you down the lanes of memory and see if you can remember
these links which I shall choose at random to recreate the chain of events re-

sponsible for the S.E.G, I am scanning and quoting from old records. The
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nostalgic is uppermost. What happened to the first year's issue of the S.E,G.

News? Does anyone know? It was apparently a number brought out in mimeographed
form. But there does not seem to be a single copy in existence. Already rare and
historic Americana'

The first tangible evidence of the S.E.G. in print comes from Volume II No, 1,
dated November 8, 1913, mimeographed and sewn together by threads, proudly boast-
ing an Editor-in-Chief, a group of Contributing Editors, and a page of contents.
This, if you please, was brought out and subsidized by House Time . Does House
Time mean anything to you today? I quote from the leading editorial:

"To be an S.E.G. is a privilege. It has meant an 'Open Sesame' both
mentally and materially to a great many of the girls who are today mem-
bers of the group, . , I had the good fortune to hear some of the let-

ters read which the girls wrote Miss Guerrier this summer in answer to
her circular letter asking, 'What has the L.C.H. meant?' The letters
were all a revelation, and convinced me more and more that we have been
in the past and still are an unusual group of eager and aspiring girls,
and that the years spent together have been well worth while,"

This in 19131

More quotes, Rebecca Heiman cries:

"Time work, time work, time work - please don't forget the time, place
and your job J"

House timej

Sylvia B, (nee Bacchini) is a booster and an S.E.G.

Sylvia: "Why should we wait until one is dead to say nice things
about them. If we only got more 'boosts' and less 'knocks' in life
we'd be so much happier. I believe in complimenting the living. If

you have any flowers or sweet things for or about me let me have
them now when I can enjoy them, and don't wait for my funeral,"

What became of Minnie Bornstein? She had an article entitled THE S.E.G. CAMP
AND ROCKPORT LODGE, A COMPARISON. She says:

"No S.E.G, is more enthusiastic or loves camp more than I do, yet, I

must say that I really never had a good rest at Camp. But how I did
enjoy every moment of my stay I If it wasn't for dishes and cooking
camp would be an ideal place. . .At Rockport Lodge a girl is compelled
to rest, .

,"

And then follows the Lodge menu. What a contrast from our Camp fare!

Jennie Swartzman always reminded one of the grande dame, with her figure and
social graces. Naturally we made her Society Column Editor. Jennie writes:

"Under pumpkins of rare specimens, and into the vast hall with lights
dimmed by exquisite shades of orange and black papier de crepe, with
witches flying about and black cats in the corners grinning maliciously,
the Saturday Evening Girls wended their way to hold their first club
reunion of the season. , •
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"Sarah Baer as 'Jacob' looked especially -realistic in a nile-green
directoire gown with a Tyrolean velour hat and a Queen Elizabeth wrap.
Ida Goldstein was a 'crepering' Yiddish woman, arid Rebecca Heiman as

a decrepit * Italiana' lady, suffering from an unnameable disease,
caused the audience to fairly burst with laughter. The first social
was without a doubt a decided success.

"The dancing must not go unmentioned. New dances were everywhere
visible, from the plain one-step to the new dance called the 'tango'

danced for the first time at this party. As the Saturday Evening
Girls set the fashion in dances, this tango will undoubtedly be

taken up by all other social girls."

On the heels of the S.E.G. party, there is a note of sorrow. The Editor re-

cords the first S.E.G. to pass on, Ida Bella Knoring (nee Yeslawsky):

"Mrs. Knoring died suddenly after a long and lingering illness on

September 3rd, 1913 at her home in Roxburjr in her 26th year. . .

Her ideals were high, her morals were good and her life was a clean
one. . .She only yearned for human happiness."

Poor Annie Kropp, always an exponent of Peace and applied Justice, was Chair-
man of the Excuse Committee I

"One of the plans which we expect to be able to carry out is not to

have to spend time over excuses.

"The work this year is to be so organized that the Excuse Committee
will have very little to do. The fewer excuses the committee has
the more time they will have to devote to other work connected with
the House. . .excuses or complaints need not be delayed if left on
the rack down stairs.

"Please see that it is necessary to leave very few such messages,"

Bertha Small had a special article on the NORTH END UNION in order to famili-
arize us with other agencies working in our community.

"It is interesting to note that as the different nationalities have
moved to and from the North End, the nationalities have also changed,

"The first members were chiefly Jewish and Irish, There were practi-
cally no Italians, Now, there are practically no Irish and very few
Jews, and the majority of the members are Italians,"

Miss Guerrier has advertised for the pet dishes of the "library cat, legally
adopted, Beatrice Alighieri della Libreria (nee Dante), who has a dainty appetite.
Please omit halibut and haddock, and ship all to

Beatrice
B.P.L.

c/o Miss E, Guerrier,"

A few more notes and thus ends No. One of Volume Two, of the official Library
Club House Paper , Do you remember the search for literary talent and the growing
pains of getting out a paper? Listen to this:
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"In the future, every girl, who is asked to write an article is to

consider it as a honor conferred upon her,"

We believed that every girl had it in her to juggle the Queen's English,

In the next issue, Sadie Guttentag blossomed out with a new department, "Our
Schools". Sweet, gentle Sadie, the pre-consecrated teacher of the next generation,
takes her S.E.G. assignment seriously for she writes:

"I was much pleased at the opportunity and shall endeavor in the future
to keep the S.E.G. posted on up-to-date school doings. In the first
place we all are interested in the welfare of the children and are try-
ing to aid them as much as possible in their development towards per-
fect manhood and womanhood*"

(Perfect, mind you — no compromise teacher, our Sadie.)

"I asked a child in a reading class, 'who gives us our milk?'"
She replied, 'The man in the store,'
'Yvhere does he get it?', I then asked,
'From a faucet,* was the reply,"

In House Notes, we have this edifying line by Rebecca Heiman:

"The Mothers' meetings commenced the last week in November, It seems
strange that more mothers do not take advantage of this opportunity to

get together. Mrs. Bruno sets a good example to the other young mar-
ried women by coming with her children nearly every week. Of course
few women know how to get so many things done in a day as Mrs, Bruno,
but it is never too late to learn."

That's Vaine (nee Casassa), first S.E.G. at the altar, now a grandmother and
still a model homemaker.

We even had a contribution by a sailor, one Louis J. Glaser. I think he is

the one who became an S.E.G. husband and married Dena Harris, now living in

Syracuse, New York. He did a special article on the NEED OF AN AMERICAN NAVY.

Nor, did we stay at home only. Our range and curiosity ran far and widei

Fannie Levis, always elegant in her simplicity and retiring in her art, be-
came our Music Critic. Her first article was on Paderewski:

"One of the most noticeable events this season in the musical world
was the return of the greatest and most popular pianist living, namely,
Ignace Jan Paderewski."

What a thrill she'll get now from re-reading those musical notes of yester-
year I

Frances Rocchi, star S.E.G. dancer, light and nimble and natural on her feet,

writes of the SCHOOL OF FOLK AND GYMNASTIC DANCING, which was the outgrowth of the

folk dancing developed by Mrs. Storrow, and which played such an important role in

our girlhood days:

"On November 25th, Frances Rocchi and Rebecca Heiman took part in the

entertainment of the Cafe Chantant - a fashionable affair held in

Haverhill for the benefit of Miss Winship's Girls* Club."
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More Society in the making I

"And - with a sigh of relief from the audience - the S.E.G. annual
dance is scheduled for the first Saturday night in February, This
promises to be a gala affair - get your gentleman's fathers ready.
Subscription (to be announced later) to be paid to Gertrude Goldstein.
Pay early and avoid the rushi Remember the date - First Saturday in
February."

"Miss Sophie Stearns and Miss Sarah Singer represented the S.E.G.
Seniors at the Commonwealth Mutual Association Dance at Parker
Memorial Hall on Wednesday, December 3rd."

Has anyone seen Sophie?

HINTS FOR THE HOME, contributed by Mrs. Bruno:

"To keep varnish floors clean, use only cold water in washing them,
as cold water oollects the dust and hardens the varnish."

"Housewives should do more home canning at the proper season, as this
would help to solve the problem of the present high cost of living."

The next issue, still mimeographed, contains an Editorial which is a self-
appointed Board of Arbitration. Do you remember a report written by the North
Bennet Street Industrial School which read:

• ", . .Pick your way as best you can among horses, carts and market
produce, cats, lean dogs, pale faced children and dull babies, and
men and women generally unkempt and aimless. .

."

The Italians got hold of this report and broke the school windows with resent-

ment. Fanny Goldstein, always the champion of justice, wrote an Editorial;

"Unless the school changes its present basic theory of practice, unless
it works with the people of the district, instead of laboring for them,
it might just as well lock its doors, . ."

From the shuffle and strife and emotions, the following suggestions came up:

"One third of the Board shall be represented by subscribers who supply
the money for the school's support.
"One third shall be represented by electors from our faculty and other
educators in the city.
"The remaining third shall be represented by past graduates and people
of the North End chosen by the people,
"So now, let us all get together and work out this problem of Human
Welfare as best we can."

"When the School adopts this policy, it will have a joint, democratic,
progressive body, financially, theoretically and humanly equipped to
meet successfully the social questions of the neighborhood, and the
public at large will bless the example of the school, its 1913 report,
and its subsequent results,"

Mr. Alvin E. Dodd, our friend and Director of the School at the time, was so

impressed with the logic of the article, that he paid an official visit to the
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Library. Mr. Dodd later became one of the great figures in American Big Business
as Director of the American Management Association and only passed away in 1951.

This issue contains the first article on the PAUL REVERE POTTERY by Edith
Guerrier:

"A pottery plant in a flower pot, one might call the little shop known
as the Paul Revere Pottery, . .The visitor in this pottery feels that
here is an unique enterprise which successfully combines the spirit of
modern business with the feeling for the craft seemingly lost with the
passing of the old world guilds."

THE POTTERY! What a chapter that made in the subsequent history of the S.E.G.
groups and American Ceramics I

11 'Are you an S.E.G.?' said a lady to one of our girls.
1 1 am, ' was the reply.
'I thought so,' and with that the lady went on her way.
Yfe are wondering what this means. Can you tell?"

Rebecca Heiman writes further in her HOUSE NOTES.

"Clean up! paint upl has been the topic for our business meetings the last

week."

The Boston Clean Up, Paint Up campaign has now become an annual municipal
activity.

"Last call to make up house time I Summer and camp is soon here. Hurry
girls, make up the House Time you owe and register for Camp. .

."

"Were we in it? Well we surely were - in the suffrage parade on May
2nd. Those who didn't march wished they did. It was an inspiring
sight to see thousands of women old and young marching through the
streets, and I am proud that our S.E.G. helped in the cause - yes
even members from our younger groups marched."

Dear, chuckling, plump Elizabeth M. Anthony, our first S.E.G. to elope, writes
thus under CURRENT EVENTS:

"Many of us saw the suffrage parade on May 2nd. It was a splendid
effort - showing very markedly the earnestness of the campaign."

Not only was YlTomen's Suffrage on the rampage, but we girls were being indoc-
trinated with the topic. I can remember a "Women's Suffrage Party at North Bennet
Street. Do you? Then Mrs. Pankhurst came to Tremont Temple and Celia Goodman
was delegated to give her impressions. In this article she wrote:

"I have been interested in the Suffrage Movement but not in the Mili-
tant Method and on hearing Mrs. Pankhurst, my views changed.

Next was an erudite article on READING AS A MEANS OF EDUCATION by one of our

staunch library friends of many years, Miss Alice M. Jordan, Supervisor of Work
with Children of the Boston Public Library.

What became of Rebecca I. Bergman? She was one of those who was lost by the

roadside of life. Does anyone ever hear from her? She did an article on the
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EMPLOYMENT OF OUR GENERAL COURT.

More Society Notes:

"Great credit is due Frances Rocchi for the planning and general carry-
ing out of the dancing exhibition on April 29th. . • We all thank Mrs.
Gibbs and Miss Bolles for their splendid numbers on the program."

Poor dear old friends. Mrs, Gibbs and Dorothy Bolles both went at
such an early agei

"Rose Casassa's operetta on 1/iiednesday evening May 6th, at the Elizabeth
Peabody Theatre was a great success. . .Theresa Molinari is especially
to be commended for her splendid portrayal of a 'clement emperor. 1 How
many operettas did we put on? It seems legionl

Do you remember the operetta THE SPANISH GYPSIES with the accomplished cast

of charaoters*

Lola—Rose Casassa
Inez—Rebecca Heiman
Dolores—Mary Carchia
Zerlina—Rose Leverone
Esmeralda—Sarah Rogers

Has anyone seen Rose Leverone since she became a nun?

Did we deal in high finance? Aaron Richmond, Boston Impressario of today,
better take lessons I Listen to this report:

"Report of the Club House Chorus, submitted by Rose Casassa and Edith
Guerrier,"

". . .we did what we have talked of for years, we gave our performance
in a real playhouse."
"It took sixty-three lessons in all to get the performance ready.
Thirty-one of these lessons went as house time," The performance was
the spirited PRINCESS CHRYSANTHEMUM.

"Tickets sold $ 175,10
Expenses 163.21

Net gain 11.89 "

The net gain for 63 lessons was &11.89i Some management I Do you remember
"Little Boy Blue" and a solo, "I am an onion, oh, oh, oh," and other such high
artistic musical performances?

Well, our own musical songbird and erstwhile Choral Director is still at it.

What would Somerville do without her talent? For years she has dedicated her life

to the church and makes those parishioners sing with zest and abandon "Oh Bella
Napoli" and "Santa Lucia". No S.E.G. reunion would be complete all these years
without Rosebella^ rendering of "A Bowl of Roses" and her own inimitable accom-
paniment.

Do you remember the Buffet Supper for a reunion of the Library Club House
with a dress rehearsal of "Lovey Mary" with Catherine Casassa (she always hated
to be called "Kitty") as Lovey Mary? Catherine became one of the first high-class
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medical secretaries to be graduated from Simmons College.

Miss Bell—Rose A. Hersey
Mrs. Wiggs—Rose Casassa
Miss Hazy— Sara B. Rosenberg

Could we but repeat in the same spirit the days of MRS. WIGGS AND THE CABBAGE
PATCH, "Will the arjince uprise and jine with me in singing the National Antheem."
And Sara Baer as poor, limp Miss Hazy and Rose Arlovsky with her giggle I

And those Shakespearean plays'. What gala social events — A MIDSUMMER NIGHT*

S

DREAM, MERCHANT OF VENICE, HAMLET, etc, Sothern had nothing on Sarah Rogers' de-

clamation of the famous lines, "To be, or not to be. That is the question."
Shakespeare on the grounds of Mrs. Storrow's estate in Lincoln. What an experi-
ence! How important a role that Lincoln estate played in our early social devel-
opment. Cherished memories of dinner there. A visit of the mothers' group. Mrs.
Florin teaching Mrs. Storrow's cook how to make gefilte fish with garlic. Phewi
What an American result that cook got!

As for dancing, conjure up the play CALIBAN. Some S.E.G. dancing there I It

made the play. Can you remember playing on the stage of Mrs. Gardner's palace,
when Mrs. Jack Gardner flew around behind the scenes and cautioned us North End
actresses not to dare to touch the priceless tapestries. Remember how all of us

were shocked when we got our first glimpse of society ladies smoking — to us vir-
tuous girls, a shocking glimpse of high life. Do you remember blond Sara Goldberg
as Portia declaiming, "The quality of mercy"? "Kitty" as Jessica? And yes, even
Jessie Sharaf as Sylvio pleading with his scornful Phoebe. Who'd have thought it?

Plays — Plays were ever with us, because "The play 's the thing I" They were
even written to order by Miss Guerrier. For example, "The Board of Health" —
privately yclept "The Board of Hell", "Heidi", "Puss in Boots", "Snow Queen",
"Three Bears", "Theseus", etc., etc.

Now let us take a glimpse into the Record Books of the M.E.G. and the T.E.G.
and the F.E.G,

The M»E.G. Committee seemed to be Gertrude Talcofsky, Nellie Harrison and
Rebecca Singer, and the secretary was Esther Friederman, The group talked about
a camp reunion which was to be held on Saturday and then spoke about moving pic-
tures. "It was decided that the best moving picture place was the Tremont Temple.
Miss Guerrier then told about reading good and bad books and gave three reasons
why we should not read bad books;

"1. It makes us lose our memory,
"2. There is very poor English,
"3. Give a poor impression to a boy.

"We were then told the story of 'Captains Courageous'.

"The M.E.G.' s had a fine outing at Belmont, on June 7th. Sarah Berman
made an excellent chaperone and everybody 'YiTants to go again'."

"The F.E.G, had a motor truck trip to Pepperell on June 17th, Forty
left Harvard Square at 9:15, arrived in Pepperell at 1:30 and returned
home at 10:30 P.M. The day was perfect, and the ride was great, the

scenery was beautiful and all spent a most delightful day."
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This F.E.G. outing -was child's play compared to another major century event —
the hike from Boston to Pepperell. Eleven S.E.G. made the trek on Saturday,
May 29, from Park Street to Pepperell, the S.E.G. Country Club — in private, Miss
Guerrier 's home. One girl said that "her family had ordered black gowns and memo-
rial wreaths". Sarah and Gertrude wanted their pictures taken like "Before and
After", We spent the night at the Wright Tavern in Concord. Since Revolutionary
Days, they never housed a party quite like this I "A smell of vinegar about the

place informed us that the next day's luncheon sent ahead by express with plenty
of pickles had arrived."

What an experience I What an experience!

In talking of the F.E.G. , I find their Record Book for September 26th, 1913,
which poses this very hair-raising question;

"The most important question discussed was whether or not we should
have a chorus . . . .The question of a dance was brought up. It was
agreed that all members are to pay 5^ a week toward the dance."

In the next meeting, they discuss a piano player for the dance. Lena Ginsberg
was the Secretary, and the other members on the Committee were Rose Goldstein,
Dora Levine, and Fannie Kaplan.

The next important question discussed was whether or not the Tuesday Evening
Girls should join this group. After long discussion, it was finally agreed that
they should.

"But to our great surprise and regret they refused to join us."

"Three unexcused absences cause a member to lose her membership
privilege for a year."

More society notes.

"On Thursday, the 27th of May, a small party was given to Frances
Rocchi, who has just left Boston to join Miss Beck for an extended
visit in Portland, Oregon."

"On Friday, May 29th, eighteen girls went to camp for the holiday
with Fanny Pearlman and Fanny Goldstein as chaperones. They had a

splendid party as usual, but their stay at camp was shortened some-
what by the invasion of mosquitoes and gnats."

"The house would like to plan an automobile party to West Gloucester
for the Saturday Evening Girls and their mothers, Sunday, July 26th,
leaving Sullivan Square at 9 A.M., returning to Sullivan Square about
9 P.M. It will be necessary to take luncheon. The round trip fare
will be $1. All those wishing to go notify Miss Guerrier before
July 18th."

We made Sullivan Square. A truck broke down. Finally, we had to hire auto-
mobiles for the mothers. Minnie Colitz's married sister argued she was a mother.
She ought to ride in a car and not in a truck. Mrs. Davis gently soothed all the
tempers and held hands with the belligerent. One father brought a lunch basket
padded with beer bottles and they weren't empty. Miss Guerrier nearly threw a fit.

But the father proceeded to enjoy his meal and asked, ""What kind of a boss is that
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McGerry woman over him?" The picnic was over, but Miss Guerrier was under. She

said afterwards it was a great experience and she could write a play which should

make Broadway called PICNICKING PARENTS.

Too bad she never did. There never was a picnic like it

I

"The Thursday Afternoon and Thursday Evening Girls gave a supper party
for Miss Walker on the roof garden of the Library Club House, Saturday,

June 6th."

And how about the Library Club House suppers? The cost was 15^ per supper,

with special rates to the regular boarders. Spaghetti and chocolate mould were

the regulation menus, with baked beans and tea added as variety on occasions.
Poor, dear, darling Annie Heiman. Do you remember how lovingly she tended to our

needs and how, when there were any complaints, she silenced all with great dignity
and a Yiddish "chapp a schweigl"

Theresa Squillacioti was the Secretary of the Library Good Government Associ-
ation Committee. The Committee seemed to do an awful lot of meeting (with Miss
Guerrier, of course) and a lot of writing to City Officials. "An answer to the

letter written to Police Commissioner O'Meara was received and read at the meeting.
A notice was posted on the bulletin board of the Library, saying that all boys and
girls who wished to use ink could bring their own bottles and have them in the
Library in a Special Drawer for that purpose."

The Library Good Government Association extended an invitation to Judge
Frederick P. Cabot of the Boston Juvenile Court inviting him to come and speak,

and he answered:

"Dear Miss Squillacioti:-
I should be very glad to come down to the Library on Friday, March

23rd, at half past seven o' clock that being the first Friday evening
that is free."

(Where is Theresa now?)

On January 29, 1917 "a letter was written to Police Commissioner O'Meara by
Miss Guerrier, s igned by the Committee, asking his influence to prevent the sale
of » stink bombsTT"

What is there to say about the S.E.G, and its glorious carefree days on the
Shores of Wingersheek? Miss Beck, and Miss Winship and the Hawkes, and the fish-
ing parties under Captain Hodgkins, and the Y/insors, and the gnats, and the camp
circles at night with the logs crackling and the T B T plaintively leading the
singing to her own guitar accompaniment "There was a lady in crepe" and the S.E.G.
joining in. And our jolly good friends, the Lizzie Winsors, Whatever happened to
them?

While we are talking about West Gloucester, does anybody remember a play,
author Anonymous, but not too difficult to guess, called, A DAY AT CAMP, dedicated
in Latin to "Saleratus Edwardus Beckus". It would be jolly good fun to re-enact
this play for some reunion. I have the script.

"0 what a day let's take our ease,
Miss Beck be funny will you please.
Yes, do, you surely can't be tired,
We want to see that stunt inspired.
The lady in crepe
Without red tape."
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Do you remember that we once had a cow at camp? It was an experiment in

milk production. And there was a horse named "Ginger". Listen to this S.E.G.
Camp report of Miss Winship, the Director.

Number of girls at camp not less than two days 87
Number of meals given 4732
Number of weeks board 225

Cost of camp per week, including everything $6.11
Total cost of camp * $1375.32

Then followed a detailed list of expenditures with a special asterisk on an item —
"hens" $24.92. "This figure includes buying the hens, selling them at a loss and
grain bought for them." And "kugele ganiff" at Camp meant what? And "teacher's
pet?" And while we are on the T B T how many remember the farewell dinner at the
North Bennet Industrial School, which we gave her when she decided to leave Boston
and go to California, in order to raise nuts and prunes? Sometime later, Frances
joined her on her prune farm in Dundee, Oregon.

These are some of the tid-bits gleaned from the mimeographed literary effu-
sions of yesteryear. Later we actually sprang into print and the first edition
of the S.E.G. News , elegantly printed by the School for Crippled Children, com-
menced on November 14, 1914, with Volume 3 No. 1.

So we come back to the printed volumes of the S.E.G. News . As I go through
the pages at this remote day, I am really surprised at some of the fine writing
which appears here. The range of topics, the girls 1 diversified interests, and
the clarity of expression are surprising. For example, Nellie Singer wrote on
"Real Estate"; Sarah Simes, an article on "Salesmanship as a Profession"; Sara
Rogers, "Why I go to the Movies"; Eva Sharaf, who has since become a female mer-
chant tycoon, an article on "Opportunities in a Retail Store"; Bella Cauman, who
now doubtless mingles with diplomatic society in Washington, an article on
"Zionism."

Furthermore, I am amazed at the names of distinguished contemporary person-
ages who contributed articles to our News, There are at least two series which at
this late date are almost prophetic. One issue is dedicated to "Story Telling"
and its place in the education of the young. Storytelling as an implement of

modern education has certainly gained importance since those early days of the
Library Club House experiment. The other is a symposium on "Vtfhat is Democracy?"
The question still remains unanswered. If there is one factor that asserts itself
through the printed pages, it is that of honesty and the desire to serve which is

as it should be for service was the S.E.G. slogan.

A nostalgic mood overtakes me, as I leaf these printed pages. Some of the
things so earnestly said seem remote but extraordinary summaries for such a group
of simple girls. There was no topic that we dared not touch, to discuss, or write
about. Even today^ measured by modern standards, the paper has dignity of word
and format, deep local interest which bespeaks a consciousness of home and civic
responsibility.

The opening editorial leads off with a quotation from Tennyson:

"Till each man finds his own in all men's good,
And all men work in noble brotherhood, ,

,"

The Editorial goes on to discuss Equality through Individuality — earnestly, yet
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simply — a topio which in modern sociological terms would be tackled as a fusion
of unilateral diversity.

The history of the Library Club House on Hull Street, and the closing of its

hospitable doors, comes in for a long dissertation by Miss Guerrier, Then, on

November 17, 1914, we, the S.E.G., took over the responsibility of transferring
the work with the groups from the Library Club House into the newly created Club

Rooms in the North End Branch of the Boston Public Library. This transfer estab-

lished a new record in public library work with children. At the dedication exer-

cises your chairman said:

"What are the S.E.G. doing?. . .

"in the Library Club House we desire to form a strong organization
which by study and thought shall realize the best civic conditions
and then shall seek opportunities for bringing such conditions to pass,

"Along social lines, we lay most stress on a spirit of good comrade-
ship that enables individuals to agree or to disagree without bitter-
ness, and to be altogether loyal to the ideal of service, which means
that to make the good we receive our own, we must share it."

Through this group work, the North End Branch Library became one of the high
lights of the Boston Public Library System. A professional spotlight was thrown
on it and its Branch Librarian, Miss Edith Guerrier. Soon, however, the echoes of

World Yfer I penetrated the Club Rooms. Other types of service called the girls
and our volunteers. Miss Guerrier, too, heard the War cry of "Food will Win the

War." The wide, wide world in Washington opened up. There she established "Food
Facts" and with these facts she travelled some 36,000 miles visiting the nation's
libraries. When, after the Armistice, she came back to Boston, things had changed.

The North End Branch Library groups were alive in spirit only. The girls disbanded,

Where are the S.E.G, today? Each and every S.E.G. is out in the world carrying on
by precept and example the ideals inculcated so long ago. Through the years, we
have kept our pledge. We have overcome great obstacles. Life has not always been
kind in the course of years, but we have served. Death has thinned our ranks, but
always it has been the dignity of labor and the pride of achievement. With age

there has come a certain serenity of mind, for

"Our aspirations represent the true nature of
our soul much more than our every day life."

We come to a stopping point. A simple halting of the S.E.G. "Lanes of Memory".
Doing so, we pay tribute to our beloved and inspired founder, Edith Guerrier, who
has stood by us for so many years. We recall her dear, faithful comrade, Edith
Brown — the gentle friend, the constant soft-toned lady, who ever smoothed our
ruffled moods in those early years; and our friend and patroness, Helen Osborne
Storrow, citizen and humanitarian; and all those other S.E.G. who have "crossed
the bar" ever in our hearts and sacred in memory. They will always be remembered
as gay comrades and virtuous women, who met life's challenge and walked in the
paths of righteousness to find eternal life. With those S.E.G. of today, we con-

tinue to share comradeship at close range and with those others at a distance
friendship mellowed by early years together, with the hope that all may continue
to serve according to S.E.G. ideals for many years to come.

Now a new star is born. Another edition of the S .E.G. News goes forward to

bring things up to date and to bear testimony to the fact that the forces of good
will ever conquer and that being an S.E.G. played an important part in the pattern
of our lives.
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IN MEMORIAM

September 22, 1864 HELEN OSBORNE STORROW November 10, 1944

September 10, 1872 EDITH BROWN August 27, 1932

DOROTHY LAGORIO BADARACCO
BESSIE SIMONS BARKIN
LENA ALLMAN COHEN
LENA SESKIN COMMANDY
FRANCES GORDON COOPER
ESTELLE DAVIS
ANNIE FORTE
MARY HEIMAN GORSHEL
ANNA GRIMM
ANNIE HEIMAN
ANNIE PEARLMAN HIRSCH
FANNIE LEVINE
MARY LIPPA
ANNIE ROCCHI MACDONALD
LOUISE ALBERTINI PARABOSCHI
ROSE SEGAL ROSENTHAL
FANNIE SIME3
IDA GOLDSTEIN SLEPIAN
SADIE YAVNER SMALL
CELIA GOODMAN STERN
GERTRUDE MID
ELIZABETH ANTHONY WITERHOUSE
IDA COOPER WOLPERT
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S.E.G. CAMP SONG

(Time of Mendelssohn's "Thou Forest Broad and Sweeping.")

Edith Guerrier

Slow glides the Essex River
Thro' marshes greenly drest
Where broad-leaved rushes quiver
Above the wild duck's nest.
Bright blow the hillside flowers
Beyond the silver sea,

Swift fly the sunny hours,
In the Camp S.E.G*
Swift fly the sunny hours,
In the Camp S.E.G.

To north the white- capped ocean
Follows with changing song
Its dance of endless motion
The salt shore grass among.
And lines of glistening sand dunes
Flash back the dawn's clear light,
While merry voiced camp tunes,
Begin the morn aright,
While merry voiced camp tunes,
Begin the morn aright.

Throughout the long day's pleasures
Our feet keep active time,
To yon sea's echoed measures
While waves and voices chime
And when the evening shadows
Long lie on land and sea,

The driftwood smoke bears upward,
Dear camp our praise of thee,
The driftwood smoke bears upward,
Dear camp our praise of thee.



*
v
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11,536 Andrews, Addison F.

11,533 Arne, Dr. Thomas
11,076 Ascher, Joseph
11,234 Bioome, Edward
11,283 do.

11,394 Busch, Carl

11,366 Caldicott, Alfred J.
11,549 Carey, Henry
11,193 Challinor, F. A.

11,113 Conant, Grace Wilbur
11,277 Custance, Arthur F. M.
11,492 Ford, James S.

11,490 do.
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11,496 Foster, Stephen C.

11,288 do.
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11,398 Gaul, Alfred R.
11,362 Gaul, Harvey B.

11,524 Gilchrist, W. W.
11,133 Gleason, Frederic Grant
11,529 Hatton, J. L.

11,521 Howell, Charles T.

11,550 Hullah, John

11,493 Kinkel, Johanna
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SLUMBER SONG 10
WHERE THE BEE SUCKS. (Arr. by W. G. Owst) . .12

ALICE, WHERE ART THOU? (Arr. by Hans Lichter) . .16

HOIST THE SAIL 16

SLOWLY THE DAY IS DYING 16
WHEN THE HEART IS YOUNG 12

WITH HORSE AND HOUND 06
SALLY IN OUR ALLEY. (Arr. by W. G. Owst) . . .12

DOWN THE PIPPLING RIVER 12

PACK CLOUDS AWAY 12

AN OPEN SECRET 12
DING-A-LING 16
SLUMBLRLAND 10
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WHY? 08
COME WHERE MY LOVE LIES DREAMING . . .12
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(Arr. by Franx T Smith)
MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME 12

(Arr. by Frank J. Smith)
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(Arr. by N. Clifford Page)
WEARY WIND OF THE WEST ...... .16

A MIDSUMMER DAY 12
VOICES OF THE WOODS. (Arr. by Hans Lichter) . .10
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CHARM ME ASLEEP 16
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LOVE LIKE A BEGGAR CAME TO ME ... .12

COME O'ER THE SEA. (Old Irish Air) 10
(Arr. by Charles Villiers Stanford)

LOCH LOMOND. (Traditional Scottish Melody) . . .12
(Arr. by H. Clough-Leighter)

SING, SWEET HARP. (Irish Folk Song) . . .10
(Arr. by Charles Villiers Stanford)
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Lawn.") (An. by Charles Villiers Stafford) .12

IN NICOTINA .12

LOVE AND SUMMER .05
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du - ty, Our hope in ume of need.
Lie - ben, und was des Menschen Hort

And I have read them of
Ich ha - be tren ge - ie
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du - ty, Our hope in time of need. And I have read
Lie • ben, und was des Menschen Hort. Ich ha - be treu .

them of
ge • Ie

ten,

sen
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du - ty, Our hope in time of need. And I have read
Lie • ben, und was des Menschen Hort. Ich ha - be treu .

them of
ge - le sen
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And I have read them of - tea,

Ich ha - be m (p le - «•
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Those words so true and clear,What heart that would not soft - en Thy wis - dom to re •

die Wor - te schlicht und wahr, und durch mein gan - zes We - sen ward's un - aus - sprech-b'c*
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Those words so true and clear,What heart that would not soft - en Thy wis - dom to re •

die Wor - te schlicht und wahr, und durch mein gan - zee We - sen ward's un - aus - sprech-u'ch
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Those words so true and clear,What heart that would not soft - en Thy wis - dom t > re -

die Wor - te schlicht und wahr, nud durch mein gan - zes We - sen ward's un - aus <sprech-lich
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What heart that would not soft - en Thy wis - - dom to re - vere ?

und durch mein gan - zes We • sen ward'* un - - - - aus - sprcchlich klar.
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3. A:i ! soon must I for - sake thee, My own, my sheltVng home. In sor-row soon be
3. Bald werd'ich dich ver - las - sen, fremd in die Frem - }e gehn, auf bunt be - weg - ten
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3. Ah ! soon must I for - sake thee, My own, my shelt'ring home, In sor - row won be
8. Bald werd'ich dich ver - las - sen, fremd in die Frem - de gehn, auf bunt be • weg - ten
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3. Ah! soon must I for - sake thee, My own, my shelt'ring home, In sor-row soon be
3. Bald werd'ich dich ver - las - sen, fremd in die Frem - de gehn, auf bunt be - weg - tea
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take me, Id yon vain world to roam,
Qu - sen des Le - bens Schauspiel sebn.

And there the world re - call

Und mit - ten in dem Le
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take me, In yon vain world to roam, And there the word.
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take me, In yon vain world to roam, And there the word
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fall - ing, No harm my soul shall reach,

he • ben, so wird mein Hers nicht alt, men
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'Mid care and dan - ger
mich Ein - sa
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fall • ing, No harm my soul shall reach,

be • ben, so wird mein Herz nicht alt,
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fall - ing, No harm my soul shall reach,

he ben, so wird mein Herz richt alt,
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Important Educational IVorks
A PARTIAL LIST FROM A RICH CATALOG

YOUR VOICE AND YOU. What the Singer should do Clara Kathleen Rogers
A practical application of psychology to singing. 1.75 net

RESONANCE IN SINGING AND SPEAKING Dr. Thomas Fillebrown
A clear-cut, practical exposition of this essential and often neglected subject. 1.50 net

THE HEAD VOICE AND OTHER PROBLEMS D. A. CLIPPINGER
A wise little book, brimful of truth and good common sense. 1.25 net

HARMONY FOR EAR, EYE AND KEYBOARD PROF. ARTHUR E. HEACOX
Compact and thoroughly practical. Written for classroom use. 1.50 net

MUSIC THEORY FOR PIANO STUDENTS Hamilton, Goetschius, Marshall and Earhart
A brief manual of fundamentals and introduction to Harmony .50 net

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC Prof. Karl W. Gehrkens
An authoritative, concise and attractive presentation of. the fundamentals. 1.50 net

MUSIC APPRECIATION. Based on Literary Criticism Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton
"A notable book, of the greatest value to all students of the art." 2.50 net
— Dr. W. H. P. Faunce, President, Brown University

FROM SONG TO SYMPHONY Prof. Daniel Gregory Mason
An eight-chapter manual of Music Appreciation presenting the chief types in sequence. 1.50 net

INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC APPRECIATION AND HISTORY DOROTHY TREMBLE Mover
A popular outline combining the two related subjects in a compact manual. 1.50 net

OUTLINES OF MUSIC HISTORY Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton
The most widely used textbook because the best and most up-to-date. 2.25 net

SOUND AND ITS RELATION TO MUSIC Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton
A non-technical and clarifying presentation of this subject. 1.50 net

LESSONS IN MUSIC FORM Dr. Percy Goetschius
An authoritative manual of the structural designs of musical composition. 1.50 net

SCHOOL ORCHESTRAS AND BANDS Glenn H. Woods
The pioneer and very practical work of a man notably active in developing this field. 2.00 net

ESSENTIALS IN CONDUCTING Prof. Karl W. Gehrkens
Invaluable to music supervisors and young conductors of orchestras, bands, choruses
or choirs. 1.75 net

THE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA SERIES
The first series of high-class music for school orchestras with complete Orchestral Scores.

Twenty numbers already issued. Others in press. Sendforprice list.

MITCHELL'S CLASS METHOD FOR THE VIOLIN Dr. Albert G. Mitchell
The pioneer class method for school use.

Book I, First Position, 1.25 net; Book II, More Advanced, 1.25 net ; also a Teachers Manual, 1.50 net

MITCHELL'S CLASS METHOD FOR THE CLARINET 1.50 net

MITCHELL'S CLASS METHOD FOR THE CORNET 1.00 net

MITCHELL'S CLASS METHOD FOR THE SLIDE TROMBONE 1. 00 net

Written on the principles that have made the author's Violin method so successful.

FIRST LESSONS ON THE VIOLIN John Craig Kelly
A highly successful work easy enough for beginners and that stays easy. 1.25 net

FIRST LESSONS ON THE VIOLA Dr. Albert G. Mitchell
Attractively written for beginners on this strange neglected instrument. 1.50 net

FIRST LESSONS ON THE VIOLONCELLO Franz C. BORNSCHEIN
Carefully graded and the fundamental problems clearly worked out. - 1.60 net

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, Boston
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Stamp-Sized Books Given to Library
By Everett M. Smith

Stuff Writer 01

The Christian Science Monitor

Gift of 100 books to the Boston
Public Library on the occasion
Of its centennial—including nu-
merous rare Bibles, the com-
plete works of Shakespeare,
books ot poety, and presidential
addresses—will in no way tax
the capacity of the library.

All were less-than-gill-sized
volumes—a rare collection of ex-
quisite miniatures presented by
Miss Edith Guerrier, Supervisor
of Branches, Emeritus, of the
Boston Public Library, and ior-
mer Librarian of the Massachu-
setts Committee on Public
Safety.
Many were smaller than post-

age stamps. None was more than
two inches high. And the 40
volumes of Shakespeare, con-
taining 330,000 words, were ac-
companied by a specially made
revolving bookcase, less than
four inches square.

Volumes Catalogued

The tiny volumes, all care-
fully catalogued, as one might
expect from such an experienced
librarian, were gratefully ac-
cepted in behalf of the library by
Milton E. Lord, director.

"Good things come in little

packages,
-

' someone once com-
mented after talking with Miss
Guerrier, whose more than 40
years' meritorious service to her
native Boston and to her country
include a dozen or more long-
name titles which fairly belie
her rather tiny, somewhat frail,

but thoroughly vibrant stature.
Through her long and most

active career she has given vigor
and enthusiasm to the job at

hand. Librarian from 1896 to

1917 in Boston's North End, she
was head-resident of the Li-
brary House on Hull Street.

This unique, privately spon-
sored institution extended op-
portunities to women and girls of

Italian and Jewish parentage to

find educational, cultural, and
social stimulus from book read-
ing.

'Graduation' in 1940

In order to interest the girls

in finishing a book, she started a
story hour on Saturday evenings
back in 1899. Soon this devel-
oped into a club, known, and still

flourishing today, as the Satur-
day Evening Girls.

Later, Miss Guerrier became
Supervisor of Circulation, then
Supervisor of Branch Libraries,
until her retirement—she pre-
fers to call it "graduation"—14
years ago, when the term "emer-
itus" was added.
During her 46 years of service

in the Boston Public Library
system, she made the library
come alive to the people of Bos-
ton. She advocated the Open
Shelf Room, making hitherto
inaccessible books available to
all.

She even filled an old banana
cart with books and had it

pushed through the streets, a

bell rin*a«ennouncing that here
were 'vfJMhjtor *he 1?eacun8"

—

foreriinnerw) the now-familiar
bookmobiles?

In August, 1917, after the

Gordon N. Converse, Staff Photographer

Tin Sure We Can Find Space for Them'
Milton E. Lord, Director of the Boston Pub- I visor of Branches, Emeritus, of the Library.

lie Library, left, accepts the complete works Miss Guerrier just has given the library
of William Shakespeare, in 40 miniature more than 100 miniature books on the occa-
volumes, from Miss Edith Guerrier, Super- I sion of its centennial.

United States entered World
War I, Miss Gucn ier was called

! to Washington to organize a

i Food Facts Library lot the Food
Administration under Herbert
Hoover.
Her answer to this call was a

characteristically pithy telegram
which read: "Will arrive
Wednesday morning. Estimate
work will take six weeks. Want
no salary. Expenses only."

Harvard Gets Collection

She gave two full years of

service as Director of Library

Information Service by and

from the United States Food
Administration to public

>

li-

braries throughout the country,
as National Director of Exhibits
in the same relation, and later

as Director of National Library
Service for the United States
Department cf the Interior.

It was while arranging an
exhibit for the Kirstein branch
library, about 20 years ^go, that
Miss Guerrier sought
ture book for display.-.

She went to Goodspe^d's bock-,
store, where she was refen
James Henderson, a Brook fine

' real estate dealer, who had col-

lected many rare miniatures.
I "He not oqly lent me a book
for the display, but gave me
several," she said. "That startled

I me! Mr. Henderson had what
was probably the largest col-

lection of miniature books in the
world. He gave them to Harvard
University recently.

|
"As for my collection, I'd

rather the books came here to

the Boston Public Library than
anywhere else," she told Mr.
Lord.

In addition to the complete
works of Shakespeare, there are
numerous religious books and
Bibles, Old and New Testaments,
along with a "Bible for Chil-
dren," a "Bible History," "The
Little Bible," and a "Thumb
Bible," so named, probably, be-
cause of its size.

Microscopic Print

Most unusual, perhaps, is a

copy of the smallest Bible in the
; world. This is chained to a lec-

;
tern about five inches high, and

.is accompanied by a magnifying

} "In olden limes," Miss Guer-
rier explained, "Bibles were so

rare it was necessary to chain
them to the lecterns."

The magnifying glass was a
most necessary adjunct, since the
hand-set letters were smaller
than the period which ends this

sentence.
The religious works also in-

! elude a small clay tablet with
cuneiform inscription from
Nineveh, about 2,000 years old.

|

This had been enclosed in a
i clay envelope, broken open to
reveal the hidden message.

There's also a tiny silver

Mezuzah. an inch in length, the
scroll within containing a trans-
lated Hebrew prayer. A minute
copy of the Koran rests snugly
in a metal locket which has a!
magnifying glass in its cover. I

Presidential addresses include
"Washington's Farewell Ad-

;

dress," 'Lincoln Addresses," and
"Extracts from the Autobiog- i

raphy of Calvin Coolidge," each
of the volumes measuring %-in.
x 7 s-in.

—And the entircMfcplJcction
fakes up less space flB-ho Bos-

Library tcw*:y than
a half clo/.en or so of the so-

called popular "Pocket Bn
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